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Lay Abstract 

Austenitic stainless steel is a material commonly employed in the 

mechanical, chemical, and oil and gas industries. However, the machining 

process for austenitic stainless steel is characterized by a high tendency to 

work-harden due to the material’s high plasticity. This effect results in 

some machining issues such as high cutting forces, unstable chip formation, 

and rapid tool failure. The application of hard coatings is an effective way 

to improve cutting tool life during the machining of stainless steel. In the 

current research, an AlTiN physical vapour deposition (PVD) coating was 

developed for the high-speed turning of austenitic stainless steel (SS) 304. 

Development work was with an especial focus on the chemical composition, 

mechanical properties, and tribological characteristics. This novel AlTiN 

PVD coating prolonged the tool life in this application by over 1.3 - 4.6 

times compared to commercially available coatings. 
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Abstract 

Austenitic stainless steel 304 (SS304) is one of the most widely used 

materials for aerospace, vehicle accessories, medical equipment, and ship 

parts. One of the reasons is that this material provides corrosion resistance 

and mechanical properties because of its chemical composition of 

predominantly chromium (Cr) and nickel (Ni). However, austenitic 

stainless steels have a high tendency to work-hardening and low thermal 

conductivity. This results in machining problems such as high cutting 

forces, unstable chip formation, and rapid tool failure. In addition, the 

work-hardening intensifies the frictional force at the tool-chip interface, 

which leads to a high localized temperature and causes diffusion and 

oxidation at the tool-workpiece interface. 

The aim of the current research was to develop novel compositions of 

adaptive PVD coatings for turning stainless steel, thereby cutting 

production costs, and improving product quality. The focus of this research 

was on a new generation of self-adaptive PVD coating designs and the use 

of these features to address machining issues during the cutting of stainless-

steel material. It was found that during the high-speed turning of SS304, a 

complex combination of oxidation/diffusion wear mechanisms resulted in 

crater formation whereas abrasion/attrition led to flank wear. Therefore, the 
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coating was designed and investigated with consideration of the dominant 

tool wear mechanisms, mechanical properties, and the tribological 

characteristics that were present in the cutting zone. 

In this research, different PVD and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 

coating systems were studied for the semi-finish turning of SS304; 

monolayer AlTiN PVD coatings were investigated for the high-speed and 

ultra-high-speed turning of SS304 under various cooling conditions. Based 

on the research, a novel self-adaptive bilayer AlTiN PVD coating was 

developed and applied for the ultra-high-speed turning of SS304. The 

properties and performance of these coatings were comprehensively 

studied using X-Ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), nanomechanical indentation, scratch tests, optical 3D microscopy, 

tool wear studies, and tribological characterization. In addition, a chip 

cross-section analysis and surface integrity of the machined workpiece 

material were performed to study the machinability of SS304. The AlTiN 

PVD coating with the Al/Ti ratio of 60/40 was found to possess a 

favourable combination of tribological and micro-mechanical properties, 

and a novel self-adaptive bilayer AlTiN PVD coating was designed based 

on these findings. Tool life results have shown that the self-adaptive, 

bilayer AlTiN PVD coating improves tool life by over 1.3 - 4.6 times 

compared to the commercially available coatings.      
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Stainless steel is a material commonly employed in the mechanical, chemical, and 

oil & gas industries. Of the stainless steel varieties available, stainless steel 304 (SS304) 

is one of the most widely used for aerospace, vehicle accessories, medical equipment, 

and ship parts [1]. One of the reasons for its popularity is that this material provides 

very good corrosion resistance and mechanical properties as a result of its chemical 

composition made up predominantly of chromium (Cr) and nickel (Ni). This 

combination of properties renders SS304 for implementation in different industry fields. 

It is known that austenitic stainless steels are prone to work-hardening (even at low 

deformation rates) and have low thermal conductivity. The machining process of 

austenitic stainless steel is characterized by a high tendency to work-harden due to its 

high plasticity. This effect results in some machining problems such as high cutting 

forces, unstable chip formation, and high residual stress levels on the machined surface 

[2]. In addition, the work-hardening elevates friction force at the tool-chip interface, 

which leads to a high localized temperature causing diffusion and oxidation wear at the 

tool-workpiece interface [3]. Due to the material’s high plasticity and tendency to work-

harden, the surface quality of machined parts is generally poor. 

Because of cemented carbide’s adequate combination of abrasion resistance, 

mechanical impact strength, high elastic modulus, thermal shock resistance, and 

corrosion resistance, cemented carbide tools are regarded as the most suitable tool 

material commercially available for the machining of stainless steels [4,5]. To avoid the 

chemical interaction between the tool and the workpiece material during stainless steel 
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machining, carbide cutting tool surfaces must be abrasion resistant, hard, and 

chemically inert [6]. By enhancing the surface properties of the cutting tool, surface 

engineering plays a key role in preventing extensive wear of the tool [2,7]. A cutting 

tool's surface properties, such as its hardness, thermal stability, friction coefficient, and 

chemical inertness, can be improved by applying a coating [8–10]. The two most 

regularly used coating depositions are: Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and Physical 

Vapor Deposition (PVD). Both processes are employed to deposit a variety of cutting 

tool coatings that are useful for machining stainless steels [10–12]. 

The aim of the current research is to develop a novel composition and architecture 

for an adaptive PVD coating to be used in turning stainless steel, thereby reducing 

production costs and improving product quality. The focus of this research is on a new 

generation of self-lubricating and self-adaptive PVD coating designs and the use of 

these features to address machining issues during the process of cutting stainless steel 

materials. It is well known that applying self-lubricating or self-adaptive coatings can 

result in beneficial tribo-films being generated during the cutting process, improving 

the chip formation process, which results in better friction conditions at the cutting zone. 

Therefore, a precise understanding of how the coating system reacts with elements from 

the environment (mostly oxygen) to form lubricating films or tribo-ceramics with 

enhanced hardness, strength, adhesion to the substrate, and thermal barrier 

characteristics is needed [13]. Hence, the selection and design of coatings in this study 

considers the tribological compatibility of the tool and workpiece and the conditions 

under which they are operating. 
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1.2. Literature review 

1.2.1. Stainless steel and machining challenges 

Stainless steels are principally chosen for their favourable properties, such as 

corrosion resistance, high-temperature oxidation resistance, great strength, or cryogenic 

properties. There are numerous stainless steels commercially available, and these can 

be categorised according to their microstructure, into the following categories: 

Austenitic, Ferritic, Duplex/Super Duplex (Austenitic - Ferritic), Martensitic, and 

Precipitation Hardening. The Schaeffler diagram in Fig. 1.1 can be used to predict the 

expected microstructure for the various compositions of different grades of stainless 

steel. 

 

 

Fig. 1.1. Schaeffler constitution diagram for different grades of stainless steels [14]. 

 

SS304 contains at least 18 % Cr to increase hardness without compromising its 

ductility, which is achievable because Cr improves the grain refinement in the steel. Cr 

also enhances the strength of SS304 at elevated temperatures. In addition, SS304 

contains no less than 8 % Ni. This improves toughness at low temperatures and 
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minimize scratches. Ni also provides heat resistance to the SS304, resulting in the 

material’s low thermal conductivity [15,16]. This feature makes SS304 difficult to 

machine because the heat generated at the tool/chip/workpiece interfaces cannot be 

conducted away from the edge of the tool resulting in a substantial temperature rise. 

Almost 80 % of the heat will be transferred into the tool instead of dispersing with the 

chips, and this will accelerate tool wear due to diffusion and oxidation [17]. Moreover, 

SS304 has a high strain-hardening rate, which causes more adhesion of the workpiece 

material to the cutting tool surface. This produces unstable chips and built-up edge 

(BUE) [18]. Overall, the machining of stainless steels has several challenges due to 

BUE, work-hardening, thermal conductivity, and plastic deformation. 

Built-up edge (BUE) is the accumulation of workpiece material welded to the rake 

face of the tool. The material adheres to the rake face of the tool due to high pressure 

and friction between the tool and the workpiece. When a critical amount of material 

deposits on the tool rake face, the welded material referred to as BUE itself contributes 

to the cutting process. Thus, the BUE effectively changes the geometry of the tool, 

which also affects the dimensional accuracy and surface finish of the final workpiece. 

If the balance of forces around the BUE varies, a portion of the BUE will detach along 

with the chips. Over a period of time, this may also lead to chipping on the flank face 

since the BUE can also remove a part of the tool material when it dislodges. Techinir 

and Yasilert [19] conducted turning experiments on SS304 at various cutting speeds, 

feed rates, and depths of cut, using a WC P10 cemented carbide tool. The study reported 

that although increasing the feed intensified the BUE, the BUE decreased as the cutting 

speed accelerated. 
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As shown in Fig. 1.2, machining processes involve a wide range of both 

mechanical and thermal physical phenomena. A part of the frictional heat generated 

between the cutting tool and the workpiece during machining transfers to the workpiece, 

resulting in a structural change of the material and the hardening of the workpiece 

surface. The work-hardened surface produces abrasive chips, which are responsible for 

the tool's abrasion and consequent notch wear. Another reason for notch wear may be 

the oxidation corrosion or other chemical processes that occur on the surface of the tool 

[20]. Selvaraj et al. [21] observed that tool wear was caused by diffusion, thermal 

softening, and notch wear at faster cutting speeds. 

 

 

Fig. 1.2. Deformation zones during chip formation for orthogonal machining [22]. 

 

During machining, heat is generated from the plastic deformation of the workpiece 

material in the primary shear deformation zone. The sheared material forms chips that 

flow over the tool rake face. To overcome the friction at the chip-tool interface, chips 

undergo further plastic deformation in the secondary shear deformation zone, which 

increases the temperature at the tool-chip interface. Since stainless steel has low thermal 

conductivity, only a small amount of heat is conducted into the workpiece. Because of 
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this, nearly 80 % of the remaining heat transfers into the tool, causing the temperature 

of tool rake face to reach up to 1000˚C [17]. Diffusion and oxidization occur due to 

these high temperatures, leading to rapid tool wear. 

Ductile materials are often difficult to machine because they plastically deform 

beyond their yield point and produce continuous chips which tend to stick to the tool. 

These high-temperature continuous chips aggressively bond to the cutting tool during 

cutting. When the chip moves through the cutting zone, it may carry a portion of the 

tool with it, resulting in rapid tool chipping and wear [23]. 

1.2.2. Cutting tools and machining conditions 

Cemented carbide tools are commonly used to machine metal materials. Cemented 

carbide is a homogeneous mixture of tungsten carbide grains and tough cobalt binder. 

The tungsten carbide grains are fused into a solid matrix of cobalt metals with different 

grain sizes [24]. In accordance with ISO standard 4499-2:2008, Fig. 1.3 shows the 

different WC grain sizes of WC-Co microstructures. 

 

 

Fig. 1.3. Different WC grain sizes of WC-Co microstructures [25]. 
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One of the main influences on the cutting temperature during any machining 

process is the cutting speed. As the cutting speed increases, the average cutting 

temperature at the tool-chip interface rises. The temperature will exceed 500 ℃ when 

the cutting speed approaches 140 m/min [4]. At these high temperatures, diffusion 

begins as elements transfer from the tool substrate to the stainless steel. This 

phenomenon causes rapid wear on the tool's rake face and weakens the edge of the tool. 

Moreover, adhesion and abrasion have been reported to be the dominant initial wear 

mechanisms on carbide tools during the machining of stainless steels [4]. Different 

cutting fluids have been used for SS304 turning to study their effects on tool wear and 

surface roughness [26]. However, researchers found that the cutting speed and feed have 

a more significant influence on tool wear than the choice of cutting fluid. 

Mahdavinejad et al. [27] determined that the cutting speed had the greatest 

influence on tool life during machining. They also reported a significant improvement 

in tool life under wet conditions compared to dry machining. 

Ahmed et al. [28] investigated the effect of BUE in the steady state zone of the 

tool life curve, using an uncoated WC tool for machining SS304 under wet conditions. 

It was found that tensile residual stress decreased as the BUE height increased. 

Hossein and Yahya [29] reported notch wear to be the dominant tool failure 

mechanism when machining AISI 304 with a milling process using carbide inserts. 

Ciftci [12] reported a lower surface roughness resulting from reduced intensity of BUE 

formation, which was observed at a faster cutting speed. The multilayer CVD coated 

cemented carbide insert used in that study reduced the friction coefficient at the 

tool/chip interface. 
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Zafer and Sezgin determined the most suitable cutting conditions for the machining 

of AISI 304 stainless steel by considering the acoustic emissions during the cutting 

process [19]. Korkut et al. [18] conducted experiments using a multilayer coated 

cemented carbide tool on SS304 by varying the cutting speed from 120, 150, to 180 

m/min. It was observed that, as the cutting speed increased, the surface roughness values 

decreased. 

In terms of machining conditions, it is known that the fog generated by coolant 

during machining operations may result in aggressive health and environmental issues 

[30,31]. To address that, many manufacturing industries have focused on green and dry 

manufacturing in an effort to improve occupational health and safety and reduce the 

environmental impact of a process. The major benefits of dry machining include no 

water consumption and atmospheric pollution, no liquid residue on the part that requires 

cleaning, and no subsequent costs for disposing the liquids and cleaning chemicals. The 

use of liquid coolants and lubricants may also trigger skin irritation and long-term health 

issues due to inhalation of coolant mists. In general, it was found that machining costs 

can be reduced by 16-20 % during dry machining [32,33]. However, the adverse effects 

of dry machining include an increase in friction and adhesion at the tool/chip interface, 

which increases the temperature in the cutting zone, resulting in a faster wear rate and 

thus shorter tool life [34]. 

Many researchers have used different cutting tools, machining conditions, and 

coatings deposited by various methods to improve the machinability of stainless steels. 

Outeiro and M’Saoubi [35,36] reported that the dry turning of SS316 at accelerated 

cutting speeds increased the tensile superficial stresses in the hoop and axial directions, 

which greatly affects the properties of austenitic stainless steels and their ability to 
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withstand severe loading conditions. Xavior et al. [26] used different cutting fluids to 

study tool wear and surface roughness when turning SS304. Selvaraj and 

Chandramohan [37] minimized the surface roughness during the dry machining of 

SS304 by finding appropriate process parameters using the Taguchi method. However, 

achieving low surface roughness under dry machining conditions still presents a 

challenge. 

1.2.3. Tool wear modes and mechanisms 

1.2.3.1 General wear modes 

Tool wear refers to the change in the shape of a tool from its original form due to 

the gradual loss of tool material or deformation of the tool during cutting (see Fig. 1.4). 

Tool wear is inevitable in all machining processes. It adversely affects product quality, 

dimensional accuracy, and overall productivity, so it is of the utmost importance to 

reduce tool wear in any machining process. 

According to the ISO standard 3685:1993, there are multiple types of wear, namely 

flank wear, crater wear, BUE formation, notch wear, plastic deformation, thermal and 

mechanical fatigue, chipping, and fracture. When machining stainless steel, the most 

impactful wear types are flank wear and crater wear. 
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Fig. 1.4. Typical types of tool wear during machining [38]. 

 

Flank wear is observed in the form of a wear land on the flank face of the tool. 

Flank wear narrows the relief angle of the tool and increases frictional resistance [39]. 

It also reduces dimensional accuracy and can produce poor surface integrity in the 

machined part. According to ISO 3685:1993 and ISO 8688-2:1989, the tool life 

criterion is set at 300 µm of flank wear. 

Crater wear happens on the rake face of the tool because of the sticking and sliding 

motion of the chips as they flow over the rake face of the tool at high stress levels and 

temperatures. Crater wear weakens the strength of the cutting edge and increases the 

probability of sudden tool breakage. Crater depth, KT, is the most widely used 

measurement to evaluate crater wear. 
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1.2.3.2 General wear mechanisms 

There are different types of tool wear mechanisms, which are shown in Fig. 1.5. 

The most typical mechanisms of tool wear are briefly discussed below [39]. Most 

cutting processes are influenced by one or more of these wear mechanisms, the 

combination of which is dependent on the specifics of the cutting process (workpiece 

material, cutting zone temperature and stress, tool material, etc.). 

 

 

Fig. 1.5. Main wear mechanisms of inserts during the machining process [40]. 

 

Abrasive Wear: Abrasive wear occurs due to hard abrasive particles present in the 

workpiece scratching or scoring the workpiece material. Abrasion occurs mainly on the 

flank face of the tool. Abrasive wear is not a uniform form of wear and appears at 

various positions across the tool wear land. Typically, the abrasive wear volume is 

greater than the adhesive wear volume. 

Adhesion Wear: Adhesion or attrition wear occurs when the workpiece material 

repeatedly adheres to the tool surface and breaks off at intervals, taking cutting tool 

fragments along with it. This adhesion of the workpiece material is referred to as built-

up edge (BUE) and forms because of the high temperatures and pressures generated 
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during cutting. It is prevalent on both the flank and rake face. Adhesion wear volume is 

generally low. 

Diffusion Wear: During cutting, high temperatures are generated, at which 

diffusion of the tool constituents into the workpiece, or vice versa, often takes place. 

This results in a smooth type of wear referred to as diffusion wear. The rate of diffusion 

is dictated by the chemical affinity between the tool and workpiece, the concentration 

gradient, and the cutting temperature. As the cutting temperature rises, the diffusion rate 

increases exponentially. 

Oxidation Wear: Oxidation wear occurs due to the oxidation of tool materials, such 

as the tool binder, and takes place near the surface of the tool. Due to high cutting 

temperatures and pressures, oxygen often reacts with the tool material, giving rise to 

this type of wear. Oxidation wear typically results in localized notch wear that presents 

itself at the maximum depth-of-cut location on the tool. 

1.2.4. Coatings for cutting tools (PVD/CVD) 

An ongoing problem in machining is regulating the high temperatures it produces. 

The heat generated dissipates into the chip, tool, and workpiece. To minimize cutting 

temperature generation, coatings are applied on cutting tools to reduce friction at the 

tool-chip-workpiece interface. Surface engineering, which enhances the surface 

properties of the cutting tool, plays a key role in preventing the wear of the tool [7]. 

Coating a cutting tool improves its surface properties, such as hardness, thermal stability, 

friction coefficient, and chemical inertness [8–10]. There are two commonly used 

techniques for modifying the surface of cutting tools: Chemical Vapor Deposition 

(CVD) and Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD). Both processes can apply a number of 

different coatings to cutting tools relevant to the machining of SS304 [10–12]. Tool 
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coatings are traditionally expected to play multiple roles, such as reducing cutting 

temperatures and cutting forces and increasing abrasion resistance. The application of 

coated carbide tools has provided significant improvement within the cutting region, 

which has resulted in better tool wear performance. Tool coatings are thus expected to 

broaden the lowest wear zone on the feed rate and cutting speed wear map [41–43]. 

1.2.4.1 Coatings applied during the machining of stainless steels 

Several PVD and CVD coatings have been used during the machining of stainless 

steel to provide the tools with improved wear resistance. CVD TiCN + Al2O3 as well as 

PVD TiCN and AlTiN coatings on cemented carbide substrates were investigated 

during the machining of super-duplex stainless steels [3]. It was found that the PVD 

coated cutting tool provided the longest tool life. Fox-Rabinovich et al. [44] investigated 

the structural characteristics and service properties of AlTiN and TiAlCrN coatings for 

different cutting tools during the machining of hard-to-cut materials. The influence of 

the coating design and composition on the oxidation behaviour of AlxCr1−xN (x=0.70) 

coatings was studied, and the modified aluminum-rich AlCrN-based coatings were 

found to improve their oxidation resistance. Two different Al content levels in the nano-

multilayered coatings were investigated during the machining of superalloys [45]. It 

was suggested that the composition of the coating and its characteristics should be tuned 

depending on the application. Krolczyk et al. [46] studied tool life and wear mechanisms 

during the machining of duplex stainless steel. They found that CVD - Ti(C, 

N)/Al2O3/TiN coated carbide tools show higher resistance to abrasive wear, and they 

are thus recommended for the rough machining of duplex stainless steel. In addition, it 

was also found [47] that the CVD TiC/TiCN/TiN coated cutting tools generate lower 

cutting forces than TiCN/TiC/Al2O3 coated tools, which is attributed to a lower friction 
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coefficient of the TiN top coating layer. Moreover, CVD Al2O3 coating is considered 

an excellent coating material for metal cutting applications as a result of its high 

chemical stability and favourable thermal properties [47]. 

Self-adaptive PVD coatings are a generation of coatings that respond selectively 

to cutting conditions. Such coating systems can provide an optimum response to 

external stimuli. They can react to outside conditions, such as temperature, stress and 

strain [48]. Self-adaptive coatings function by forming beneficial tribo-films through 

interacting with the environment (mostly oxygen) [49]. At high temperatures and under 

extreme friction, adaptive coatings react chemically with other materials and form tribo-

films on the surface of the tool [50]. Consequently, there are two groups of adaptive 

coatings [51–53]: 1) Coatings that exhibit adaptive behaviour by virtue of their gradual 

change in composition or through the combination of hard phases with lubricant 

compounds; 2) Adaptive coatings that change their properties and structures under 

severe conditions by forming a tribo-film layer on the surface of the tool. Adaptive 

coatings can be applied for the machining of hard-to-cut materials since they can 

generate different tribo-films, and therefore they have a notable influence on frictional 

characteristics at the interfaces and on the wear performance of the tools. 

Some self-adaptive coatings have been applied on different materials under various 

cutting conditions (such as TiAlCrSiYN/TiAlCrN PVD coatings for the dry machining 

of Inconel 781, hardened H13 steel, and 1040 steel, etc. [50,54–57]. The coatings 

studied formed an increasing number of protective tribo-films at the very beginning of 

the running-in stage of wear, demonstrating a very fast adaptive response to the external 

stimuli. This process exposes a reduced level of friction, which resulted in lower cutting 

forces and wear volume. 
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Based on the literature, self-adaptive PVD coatings could produce tribo-films as a 

reaction with the environment on the interlayer between the tool and workpiece material. 

Self-adaptive PVD coatings could be applied on cutting tools for the machining of 

stainless steels as a solution to improve tool wear performance. 

1.2.4.2 Wear performance of coated tools applied during the machining of stainless 

steels 

Flank wear is generally the most critical type of wear [58], and some researchers 

are studying this wear mechanism during the machining of stainless steels. Recent 

studies show that a tool’s flank wear is reduced once AlTiN and AlTiSiN PVD coatings 

are applied on the cutting tool [59]. The higher performance with these two coatings is 

due to the generation of aluminum oxide (Al2O3), which is known to form chemically 

stable oxides that act as a protective thermal layer. The ongoing formation of this layer 

is prompted by the high content of aluminum present in both coatings. 

Another wear mechanism that is commonly found during the machining of 

stainless steels is adhesion. Adhesion wear results in BUE formation, leading to poor 

friction conditions in the cutting zone. Ciftci [12] evaluated BUE formation using CVD 

coated carbide tools while machining AISI 304 and AISI 316 at two different cutting 

speeds (120 and 180 m/min). At a slow speed, it was noticed that the coated tool showed 

rapid and unexpected tool wear with occasional chipping, while at a faster cutting speed, 

less wear was observed on the cutting edge. One of the main reasons for this difference 

in performance is the lower level of adhesion observed between the BUE and cutting 

tool at accelerated cutting speeds. 

Al-based PVD metallic coatings with different microstructures were investigated 

for the machining of AISI 304 [60]. Although the PVD coated tools that were developed 
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showed continuous flank wear, including abrasion wear with BUE periodically 

observed, the coatings were found to show good abrasion resistance (compared in most 

cases to that of a typical PVD ceramic coating, such as CrN) across a wide range of 

chemical compositions. 

1.3. Main research gaps 

According to the literature review, SS304 has a high tendency to work-harden and 

has low thermal conductivity, which makes it a hard-to-machine material. Limited 

information has been provided regarding the tribological interaction that occurs at the 

tool-chip-workpiece interface for semi-finish/finish operations during the machining of 

stainless steels, especially under high cutting speed conditions. A suitable and effective 

tool coating system has yet to be identified or developed to improve tool wear 

performance when machining stainless steels. Thus, this research aims to address the 

following research gaps not yet explored in the literature:  

1. Most of the previous investigations were focused on the effects of coatings on 

tool wear and tool life only, but there is still a lack of information in the 

literature on the relationship between coating and substrate characteristics and 

its correlation with tool performance. 

2. Although many researchers have proposed different coatings for improving the 

machinability of stainless steels, there is still an essential need to develop novel 

surface engineering methods in terms of architecture and coating composition, 

to prevent premature tool failure and prolong tool life. 

3. The cutting tool’s performance is strongly associated with the cutting 

conditions of the machining process. No research has been done yet to 

understand how the tool wear mechanisms change under various machining 
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conditions, especially for the high-speed (above 300 m/min) turning of 

stainless steels. 

4. No systematic approach to coating design has been found in the literature for 

the machining of stainless steels. The current research focuses on the 

development of PVD coatings with different Al/Ti ratios and architectures to 

reduce tool wear during the semi-finish/finish turning of stainless steels. 

5. The potential for a new generation of self-adaptive PVD coatings to improve 

tool wear performance during the machining of stainless steels has yet to be 

explored. A detailed study regarding tribo-film formation during stainless steel 

machining and how it effects tool wear is required. 

1.4. Research objectives 

As concluded from the available literature and research gaps shown above, 

increasing tool life and improving tool wear are essential requirements for the cost-

effective machining of stainless steels. Thus, the general objectives of my Ph.D. 

research are as follows: 

1. Investigate the wear behaviour of the cutting tool during the high-speed (above 

300 m/min) machining of SS304. 

2. Understand the correlation between different grades of substrates (cemented 

carbides) and the coatings deposited over them in terms of mechanical 

properties and tool wear performance. 

3. Investigate the Al/Ti ratios in AlTiN-based PVD coatings regarding the coating 

architecture, mechanical/physical properties, wear behaviour, and tribological 

characteristics for the high-speed (above 300 m/min) machining of SS304 

under different cooling conditions. 
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4. Develop a coating architecture (AlTiN-based multilayered, self-adaptive) to 

improve wear and tribological performance during the high-speed machining 

of SS304. 

1.5. Thesis organization 

In compliance with the regulations of McMaster University, the main body of this 

dissertation is assembled in a sandwich thesis format composed of published journal 

articles that address the objectives outlined above. The final chapter provides an overall 

conclusion and major findings of the current research. The structure of the thesis 

chapters and appendices is arranged as follows: 

Chapter 1: This chapter introduces the research area along with the relevant 

background and research objectives to frame the scope of this thesis. 

Chapter 2: This chapter presents a new approach to applying various CVD and 

PVD (coating + substrate) integrated systems during the semi-finish turning of SS304. 

The characteristics of the coating/carbide substrate design were evaluated in terms of 

chemical, phase composition, architecture, and mechanical properties in relation to the 

tribological and wear performance. A guideline is proposed for further study of the 

cutting tool life and wear performance of CVD and PVD coated cemented carbide 

inserts. This chapter addresses the first and second objectives of this research, and 

consists of the following journal paper publication: Q. He, J.M. Paiva, J. Kohlscheen, 

B.D. Beake and S.C. Veldhuis. “An integrative approach to coating/carbide substrate 

design of CVD and PVD coated cutting tools during the machining of austenitic 

stainless steel”. Ceramics International (IF 4.527). 46 (2020) 5149–5158. 

Chapter 3: This chapter studies AlTiN coatings with five different Al/Ti ratios 

(50/50, 60/40, 67/33, 70/30 and 73/27) deposited via the cathodic arc PVD method for 
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the ultra-high speed machining of SS304. The coating structure was characterized by 

SEM and XRD techniques. Assorted mechanical properties such as elastic modulus, 

coating adhesion, hardness and micro-scratch fracture toughness were assessed using 

nano-indentation and scratch testing. Chip characterization, tribological performance, 

and wear behaviour were also analyzed to gain a better understanding of the coating’s 

performance. This chapter addresses the first and third objectives of this research and 

consists of the following journal paper publication: Qianxi He, Jose M. Paiva, Joern 

Kohlscheen, Ben D. Beake, and Stephen C. Veldhuis. “Study of wear performance and 

tribological characterization of AlTiN PVD coatings with different Al/Ti ratios during 

ultra-high speed turning of stainless steel 304”. International Journal of Refractory 

Metals and Hard Materials (IF 3.871). 96 (2021) 105488. 

Chapter 4: This chapter explores the tribological behaviour of AlTiN coatings 

with five different Al/Ti ratios and the effect of coolant under aggressive high-speed 

cutting conditions. During the experiments, the tool life, cutting forces, wear 

mechanisms, friction conditions, and surface integrity of the machined workpiece were 

investigated. Compared to the dry machining, all five coatings were found to exhibit 2-

3 times longer tool life in the wet cutting conditions. This chapter addresses the first 

and third objectives of this research and consists of the following journal paper 

publication: Qianxi He, Jose M. Paiva, Joern Kohlscheen, and Stephen C. Veldhuis. 

“Analysis of the performance of PVD AlTiN coating with five different Al/Ti ratios 

during the high-speed turning of stainless steel 304 under dry and wet cooling 

conditions”. Wear (IF 3.892). 492–493 (2022) 204213. 

Chapter 5: This chapter investigates a novel self-adaptive bilayer AlTiN PVD 

coating for the ultra-high speed finish turning of SS304. The coatings' mechanical 
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properties (hardness, elastic modulus, toughness, and adhesion) were evaluated using 

nano-indentation and scratch methods. The obtained data illustrated the influence of the 

mechanical properties of the coatings on tool wear performance. This chapter addresses 

the first and fourth objectives of this research and consists of the following journal paper 

publication: Q. He, J.M. DePaiva, J. Kohlscheen, and S.C. Veldhuis. “A study of 

mechanical and tribological properties as well as wear performance of a 

multifunctional bilayer AlTiN PVD coatings during the ultra-high-speed turning of 304 

austenitic stainless steel”. Surface and Coatings Technology (IF 4.158). 423 (2021) 

127577. 

Chapter 6: This chapter contains a summary of and conclusions drawn from the 

current research studies, along with some suggestions for future work. 

1.6. Note to the reader 

Since this thesis consists of a series of journal articles, some repetitive material 

might be found while reading. In particular, there is some overlap in the introduction 

section of some chapters. In addition, the sections describing experimental instruments 

and measurement methodologies in some of the chapters contain significant repetition 

since the same facilities were used for all experiments. However, the background 

section of each chapter also provides references specific to the study presented in each 

paper. 
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Abstract 

Machining of hard to cut materials such as austenitic stainless steel presents a challenge 

due the thermo-mechanical properties of this material, which contribute to intensive 

buildup edge formation and negatively affect tool life. CVD TiCN + Al2O3 and PVD 

AlTiN coatings deposited on cemented carbide substrates are generally recommended 

for machining austenitic stainless steel. These coatings were deposited by two different 

methods: (i) PVD AlTiN was deposited on the same substrate material at two different 

thicknesses (2.5 and 5 μm); (ii) CVD TiCN + Al2O3 was deposited with the same 

thickness (5 μm) on two different substrates. A new approach to applying various PVD 

and CVD (coating + substrate) integrated systems is introduced in this study for 

austenitic stainless steel machining. The relationship between the coating and substrate 

characteristics of these material systems and tool performance was assessed. The 

characteristics of the coating/carbide substrate design were evaluated in terms of 

chemical, phase composition, architecture, mechanical properties in relation to the 

tribological and wear performance. The obtained results demonstrate an improvement 

in tool wear performance and tool life brought about by the surface engineered 

layer/carbide material with an optimal combination of coating/substrate properties. 

Based on these findings, a guideline is proposed for further study of the cutting tool life 

and wear performance of CVD and PVD coated cemented carbide inserts. 

 

Keywords 

Integrative coating/carbide substrate; PVD and CVD coatings; Machining of SS304; 

Wear performance. 
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2.1. Introduction 

The low thermal conductivity and high tendency for work hardening of Austenitic 

Stainless Steel 304 (SS304) render it a hard-to-cut material. The machining process of 

SS304 is characterized by an unstable attrition wear mechanism, which eventually leads 

to intense build-up-edge (BUE) formation and consequent chipping on the cutting edge 

[1,2]. 

To improve chemical interaction between the tool and the workpiece material 

during stainless steel machining, the carbide cutting tool surfaces must be abrasion 

resistant, hard and chemically inert [3]. In order to enhance the surface properties of the 

cutting tool, surface engineering plays a key role in preventing the wear of the tool [4,5]. 

A cutting tool's surface properties such as hardness, thermal stability, friction coefficient, 

and chemical inertness are improved by the application of a coating [6-8]. The two most 

regularly used coating deposition are: Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and Physical 

Vapor Deposition (PVD). Both processes make use of a variety of cutting tool coatings 

for machining 304 stainless steel [8-10]. 

CVD TiCN + Al2O3, as well as PVD AlTiN coatings on cemented carbide 

substrates are considered optimal for the stainless steel machining [11]. Depending on 

the application, different levels of Al composition in nano-multilayered coatings can 

improve tool life through the formation of aluminum oxide tribofilms [12,13]. In 

addition, the Al2O3 outer layer on the coating is considered to be an excellent coating 

material for metal cutting applications due to its high chemical stability and favorable 

thermal properties [14]. Al2O3 outer layer in CVD coatings are usually deposited on the 

top of coated TiCN cemented carbide tools to provide superior properties, such as 

mechanical and physical characteristics. Therefore, these coatings are commonly used 
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for the machining of stainless steel [14,15]. However, the entire system (substrate and 

coating layer) feature naturally different mechanical and physical properties. The 

content and composition of the Co within the carbides, the C/N ratio and the α-Al2O3 

top-layer affect their wear performance during machining. The majority of previous 

investigations only analyzed the effects of a coating on tool wear and tool life. There is 

a notable lack of published studies concerning the influence of different integrated 

systems (PVD or CVD coating + substrate) on tool performance.  

In this paper, not only coating characteristics were investigated, but also the effect 

of cutting substrates. An emphasis was made on the frictional characteristics of the 

cutting process based on the chip characteristics (microstructure, chip compression ratio 

- CCR, details of the metal flow, and shear bands). The goal of this study is to determine 

the relationship between the wear resistance of different coatings (CVD and PVD) and 

the characteristics of the entire coating layer/substrate material system. On this basis, 

guidelines to select the most appropriate tool system might be formulated for the 

machining of grade 304 stainless steel. 

2.2. Experimental procedure 

For the investigation recorded, commercial Kennametal PVD and CVD coated 

carbide tools were deposited on three different cemented carbide grades. The PVD 

coated tool is an advanced PVD AlTiN coating deposited on a very deformation-

resistant unalloyed carbide substrate, whereas CVD 1 and CVD 2 are both multilayer 

TiN-MT-TiCN-Al2O3 CVD coatings deposited on carbide substrates that have different 

chemical compositions and mechanical properties. Two different thicknesses of PVD 

coatings were tested: 2.5 and 5 microns. These cutting tools will be henceforth referred 

to in this paper as PVD 1 and PVD 2, respectively. According to the manufacturer 
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guidelines, those three different coating/substrate systems are suitable for general-

purpose machining of austenitic stainless steels at various speeds and feeds. The cutting 

insert geometry selected for the cutting tests was a CNMG120408-MP geometry 

(according to ISO 1832). The workpiece material considered in this work is an austenitic 

AISI 304 stainless steel, whose microstructure, chemical composition, and mechanical 

properties are summarized in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1. Chemical composition, and mechanical properties of Austenitic Stainless Steel AISI 

304. 

 

The cutting tests were performed by single point turning using a SS304 bar with a 

180 mm diameter and 250 mm length. A CNC Okuma Crown L1060 Lathe was 

employed for the cutting tests. All turning tests were conducted under a semi-finishing 

process with a cutting speed of 320 m/min, a feed rate of 0.2 mm/rev and a depth of cut 

Element Weight 

(%) 

Yield strength 

(MPa) 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(% in 50 mm) 

Hardness 

Rockwell B 

(HR B) 

max 

Brinell 

(HB) 

max 

C < 0.08 205 515 40 92 201 

Mn < 2 

 

Si < 0.75 

P < 0.045 

S < 0.03 

Cr 18 - 20 

Ni 8 - 10.5 

N < 0.1 

Fe Balance 
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of 1 mm under wet conditions using a semi-synthetic coolant with a 7 % concentration. 

These cutting conditions were based upon those widely prevalent in industry for the 

machining of stainless steels. The tool life criterion adopted in this work was a flank 

wear of 0.3 mm, according to ISO 3685. A Keyence optical microscope was used to 

inspect the tool wear on the cutting tools. 

Cross-section studies of the cutting tools were conducted by a JEOL-6610 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) coupled with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 

(EDS) to verify the chemical composition of the coatings and the substrates. The 

uncertainties for these measurements were around 5 %. Moreover, SEM imaging was 

used to investigate the tool wear performance. The wear mechanism and morphology 

of the worn cutting inserts were evaluated. A D8 Discover X-ray diffractometer was 

used to assess evaluate the phase composition of the coatings deposited on the cemented 

carbide substrates. The analyses were conducted in the standard θ–2θ configuration to 

identify the phase and coating composition during the deposition. Frame exposure was 

600s at a collection range of 20-85°. 2D frames were acquired by Diffract Measurement 

Centre Version 6.5 Software. A source of Co K alpha radiation was configured in the 

diffractometer to avoid the superposition of signals from the substrate material and the 

coating. This was done so that only the results from the surface layer of AlTiN PVD and 

Al2O3 CVD coatings. 

The micro-mechanical characteristics (hardness and reduced elastic modulus) of 

the coatings and corresponding carbide substrates were measured using a Fischerscope 

HM2000 Hardness Tester (Fischer, Germany) with a load of 20 mN. A Vickers indenter 

geometry was employed for this analysis as well as for the fracture toughness studies. 

Fracture toughness of the studied carbide substrates was measured by Revetest Tester 
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(Anton Paar, Austria), with 50N-150N load. The load applied during toughness 

measurement was 100N. Cracks formed at the corners of the indentations, can be used 

to derive a nominal surface toughness value. Fracture toughness was evaluated using 

the following equation: 𝐾𝐼𝐶 = A√𝐻√
𝑃

∑𝐿
 (where H is the hardness (N/mm2), P is the 

applied load (N), ΣL is the sum of crack lengths (mm), and A is a constant with a value 

of 0.0028) [16]. 

To evaluate the wear performance and tribological conditions during the cutting 

tests, progressive 3D studies of wear volume and surface texture of the chips were 

carried out with an Infinite Focus G5 focus variation microscope (Alicona, Austria). An 

Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) method was used to evaluate crystal 

orientation, phase identification, and grain size in the chip cross-sections. A JEOL JSM-

7000F SEM combined with an AZtec EBSD (Oxford, U.K.) microscope was used for 

this analysis. 

 The chip compression ratio (CCR), the shear angle, the cutting force, and the 

friction coefficient at the tool-chip interface were determined by standard methods 

proposed by Shaw (2005) [17]. The proposed methodology is based on the plastic 

deformation inherent to the process of metal cutting which can be represented by the 

CCR. Shaw (2005) states that CCR can be used to represent the ratio of the complete 

plastic deformation performed by the external force applied by metal cutting. That is to 

say, the influence of cutting conditions, tool geometry and tool surface were also 

described by Shaw (2005) in terms of the friction conditions and the energy consumed 

in the cutting zone (tool-chip and tool-workpiece interfaces). 
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2.3. Results and Discussion 

2.3.1. Coating/carbide substrates system structure 

Fig. 2.1 shows the SEM images of the different cemented carbide substrates. The 

main phases of the cemented carbides are the WC phase (brighter phase) and the Co 

binder phase (darker phase). The cemented carbide provides an optimal combination of 

soft and ductile Co and hard, wear-resistant WC carbides, which improves the high-

temperature resistance of the cutting tools [18]. It is possible to see an additional phase 

of the CVD 1 carbide grade, showing coarse grains. Through SEM and EDS analysis, 

it was possible to identify and quantify the phases present in different substrates. The 

results show that PVD and CVD 2 are cemented carbide grades composed of tungsten 

carbide and cobalt (WC-Co). The cemented carbide grade used in the PVD coating is 

WC-Co (92.5-7.5 wt. % respectively) with a microstructure characterized by fine grain 

sizes combined with a homogenous distribution of binder, whereas CVD 2 is WC-Co 

(90-10 wt. % respectively) with medium grain size. Usually, fine/ultrafine grains of WC 

benefit the mechanical properties of the cutting tool and consequently enhance the 

resistance of the carbide alloy to abrasion wear and chipping on the cutting edges [19]. 
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Fig. 2.1 Backscattered electron SEM images showing the microstructure of different cemented 

carbide grades: a) cemented carbide grade used for AlTiN PVD 1 and PVD 2, b) cemented carbide 

grade used for TiN-MT-TiCN-Al2O3 CVD 1, and c) cemented carbide grade used for TiN-MT-

TiCN-Al2O3 CVD 2. 

 

The CVD 1 carbide grade shows the presence of a Cobalt binder phase of around 

10 wt. % and an additional TiC phase (2.6 wt. %). In particular, the combination Co 

binder with TiC decreases hardness and substantially improves fracture toughness (see 

Table 2.2). Therefore, the wear behavior of the cutting tools used in machining 

operations at high cutting zone temperatures is improved once a certain amount of TiC 

is added to the WC-Co cemented carbides [20,21]. Another advantage of the presence 

of TiC in cemented carbide is that it delivers resistance against crater producing 

diffusion wear,  and inhibits rapid flank wear during austenitic stainless steel cutting 

[22]. 

 SEM images of the coatings cross-sections are shown in Fig. 2.2. Fig. 2.2a and b 

shows that the AlTiN PVD 1 is a 2.5 μm monolayer and PVD 2 is a 5 μm monolayer 

coating. Both have a uniform and dense microstructure. Fig. 2.2c and d shows the 

microstructure of the fracture cross-section of both CVD coatings. An architecture 

composed of three different layers is revealed: Al2O3 is the top layer, TiCN is the 

sublayer with a columnar microstructure and TiN is the base layer of this sandwich 
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coating system. The total coating thickness is 5 μm, with Al2O3 ~1.5 μm, TiCN ~2.5 μm 

and TiN ~0.5 μm. A thin layer of TiN is commonly used as an interlayer in CVD 

coatings to improve the interatomic bonds  at the interface between the substrate and 

the coating, which improves the adhesion of the coating to the substrate [23]. 

Furthermore, the SEM image displays surface defects of different sizes and shapes 

present on the top surfaces of all coatings studied in this work as it is shown in Fig. 2.2. 

Overall, the coatings demonstrate adequate adhesion within the interlayer between the 

coating and the substrates. 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 The SEM images of the inserts cross-section and the corresponding EDS elemental maps 

results of the chemical composition for each coating/carbide substrate system: a) PVD 1; b) PVD 

2; c) CVD 1; and d) CVD 2. 

 

The XRD patterns of the AlTiN PVD and TiN-MT-TiCN-Al2O3 CVD coatings 

deposited over the three different cemented carbide substrates are shown in Fig. 2.3. 

The phase composition analysis demonstrates that the PVD coating has Face Center 

Cubic (FCC) structural characteristic peaks with a (111), (200), and (220) texture. The 
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XRD spectrum in Fig. 2.3a displays a strong (200) preferred orientation of the AlTiN 

coating, which represents the minimum surface and strain energies during the 

deposition process. In this way, a coating is generated with the lowest surface energy 

among the crystal planes after deposition [24]. 

 

 

Fig. 2.3. XRD patterns of coated cutting tools: a) AlTiN PVD, b) Outer layer Al2O3 CVD. 
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However, the XRD results obtained from the α-Al2O3 CVD coating deposited on 

top of an intermediate TiCN layer (Fig. 2.3b) demonstrate that the coating consists of 

only α-Al2O3 crystals with random orientations [25]. This α-Al2O3 phase distribution is 

confirmed by the diffractions peaks at 2θ values of, 29.58˚ for (012), 41.06˚ for (104), 

42.57˚ for (110), 44.03˚ for (006), 49.12˚ for (113), and 76.29˚ for (214). This result 

shows that α-Al2O3 is a constant alumina phase with a high melting point (2050 °C) and 

a corundum structure [26]. Therefore, the elevated melting point of this coating makes 

suitable for the machining of stainless steels. 

2.3.2. Tool life data 

Fig. 2.4 presents the flank wear values vs. machined cutting length for uncoated 

and coated inserts. The cutting tool life results shown in Fig. 2.4 are derived from an 

average of three tests for each kind of cutting tool. The obtained results are plotted with 

the specific error bars for each condition tested. PVD 1 and PVD 2 coated cemented 

carbide tools feature almost identical wear resistance (Fig. 2.4). This means that the 

integrative performance of the coated carbide material system is of major importance 

(as will be discussed in section 3.3). The data indicates that the CVD 1 coated cemented 

carbide cutting tool has the lowest wear rate compared to the other cutting tools 

investigated in this work. Chipping wear was detected in all the cutting tools with 

different scales, as shown in Fig. 2.4b. 
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Fig. 2.4. Cutting tests results: a) Flank wear versus Cutting length and b) Wear Alicona images of 

the inserts at the end of tool life during machining SS304. 

 

Another important observation to be made is that both the PVD 1 and PVD 2 

cutting tools have significant crater wear, which may be a response of the integrated 

system (coating + substrate). Since PVD 1 and PVD 2 cutting tools had similar wear 

performance during the cutting tests, the thickness of the monolayer coating did not 

noticeably affect the wear performance of both PVD coatings systems. Therefore, 
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complete wear analysis will only be performed on PVD 1. 

2.3.3. Mechanical properties and characterizations 

To link the tool life results with the integrative design of the tribo-system, tool 

micro-mechanical characteristics (including hardness, elastic modulus, plasticity index, 

and fracture toughness) for the three coating/substrate systems are summarized in Table 

2.2. The mechanical properties of the cemented carbide grade tool used in the PVD 

coating feature the lowest Co content (Fig. 2.2a), which results in the highest hardness 

(H) ~ 23 GPa and elastic modulus (E) ~550 GPa. 

 

Table 2.2. Micro-mechanical characteristics for the coatings/carbide substrates. 

Grade PVD CVD 1 CVD 2 

Carbide substrate 

Hardness (GPa) 22.8±3.5 17.5±2.9 16.5±3.1 

Grain size (μm) 1.225 3.725 2.15 

Density (g/cm3) 14.9 14.7 14.2 

Fracture toughness (MPa m1/2) 14.3±1.2 16.8±1.3 14.5±1.2 

Elastic modulus (GPa) 550±28 538.7±23 443±23 

H/E 0.0414 0.0325 0.0372 

Plasticity Index 0.588 0.685 0.657 

Coating layer 
PVD 1 CVD 1 and CVD 2 

AlTiN Al2O3 top layer TiCN sublayer TiN base layer 

Hardness (GPa) 30.0±4.1 33±3.2 30±2.8 30±3.5 

Elastic modulus (GPa) 360±27 390±25 420±28 380±24 

H/E 0.0833 0.0846 0.0714 0.0789 

H3/E2 (GPa) 0.208 0.236 0.153 0.187 

Outer coating layer 
PVD 1 CVD 1 

  Al2O3 

CVD 2 

AlTiN Al2O3 

Fracture toughness (MPa m1/2) 1.35±0.07 2.0±0.1 1.71±0.09 
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Also, it is worth mentioning that the density of the cemented carbide grade in the 

PVD tool shows a discrete tendency to reduce the solid-solution content [27]. This 

means that a smaller grain size present in the tool cemented carbide substrate used for 

PVD will provide higher values of density and elastic modulus than the cemented 

carbide substrates used for both CVD coated materials, which reduces the fracture 

toughness resistance (Table 2.2). Alternatively, the cemented carbide substrate used in 

both CVDs has greater Co content (Fig. 2.2c and d), resulting in lower hardness and 

high fracture toughness. These differences in the chemical compositions of the 

cemented carbide substrates may explain why the coated tools had different values of 

toughness resistance (Table 2.2).  

The H/E ratios and Plasticity Index (PI) values were calculated for all the three 

carbide substrate materials (Table 2.2). The H/E ratio of the PVD coated material is 

greater than that of the CVD coated material. The lowest value of H/E is obtained in the 

CVD 1 material. According to literature, a carbide substrate material with a low H/E 

ratio (elastic strain to failure) corresponds to a higher tool life [28]. CVD 1 has the 

highest PI. It is known that the higher PI values are associated with the high capacity of 

a substrate material to dissipate loading [29]. Thus, the PI value obtained for PVD is 

lower than that of CVD 1 and CVD 2. The PI index parameter indicates that the PVD 

substrate might fail by plastic deformation at high temperatures during the cutting 

process [29]. This indicates that tool wear failure occurs due to oxidation on the rake 

face. This hypothesis is confirmed in Fig. 2.4b, where both PVD coated tools exhibit 

plastic deformation on the rake face. 

The high H/E ratio of the CVD coating is primarily caused by its elevated hardness. 

In this case, considering only the outer layer (Al2O3) of the CVD coating, wear 
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resistance during cutting with predominant adhesive wear can be lower than that of 

coatings with a low H/E ratio. 

Under heavy loaded tooling applications where intensive surface deformation of 

surface layers during friction is taking place, an optimum H/E (elastic strain to failure) 

is necessary to achieve better tool life [28]. This should be considered in combination 

with PI values (Table 2.2) [30]. Higher values of PI are associated with higher energy 

dissipation under loading. The more energy is dissipated by plastic deformation, the less 

is available for carbide fracture, which reduces the severity of the wear process. The 

carbides are strictly described as “quasi-plastic”, since deformation involves 

interrelated micro-mechanisms: (i) constrained plastic deformation of the Co binder (ii) 

slip within WC (iii) formation of micro-cracks at high strains [31,32]. Góez et al have 

noted that damage tolerance necessarily involves a competition between deformation 

and fracture [33]. In their analysis of the microstructural design of carbide systems for 

enhanced damage tolerance quasi-plasticity, Góez et al concluded quasi-plasticity to be 

the optimal dominant damage mode against cracking [33]. The PI parameter is highly 

correlated with the H/E parameter, being almost linearly related to the inverse of H/E 

[28,32,33]. Both of these parameters could, therefore, be used in a complementary 

fashion to characterize the wear behavior of heavy-loaded tribo-systems under 

conditions of unstable attrition wear resulting in strong buildup edge formation. The 

CVD coated carbide material with lower hardness and H/E ratio, as well as higher PI 

and toughness, features better wear performance as well as longer tool life. Based on 

the data presented in Table 2.2, the entire set of the coating + cemented carbide grade 

provided by CVD 1 delivered superior wear performance. Among the studied tools, the 

CVD 1 coating system featured the best performance results, indicating that a 
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combination of factors (CVD 1 has better plasticity and better load carrying capacity) 

which contribute to a greater tool life and improved tool wear resistance. 

2.3.4. Tool wear analysis 

Fig. 2.5 shows the SEM images of the cutting tools used in the cutting tests. 

Machining of austenitic stainless steels at high cutting speeds promote interactions 

between the tool, chip and workpiece which always cause tool wear and other damage 

to the tool, due to the intense thermal and mechanical loads that occur in the cutting 

zone. In this case, the main wear mechanism is generated by the combination of 

abrasion, diffusion and attrition wear. With different coating system combinations, the 

cutting inserts show different wear patterns as a result of their tool life performance. It 

is known from literature that an unstable attrition wear mechanism predominates during 

the machining of austenitic stainless steel, which eventually leads to intense BUE 

formation and consequent chipping of sharp cutting edges [34]. As shown in Fig. 2.5, 

the uncoated insert suffers more intensive wear than any other insert. A large amount of 

adhered workpiece material results in BUE formation. The other three inserts with 

different coatings show abrasion combined with attrition wear. Also, CVD 2 has a 

noticeable BUE, which is detrimental to machining processes that affect the chip flow. 

PVD features significant crater wear on the rake face, which may be produced by 

intense diffusion combined with abrasion and attrition between the tool rake face and 

the chip, resulting in sliding and adhesion. However, crater wear was minimized in the 

CVD 1 tool and was not the main cause of tool failure. The high chemical stability of 

the coatings was considered as the reason for the shallow crater wear. As such, this 

coating tends to perform better under heavy load operations, demonstrating superior 

resistance to wear and plastic deformation than the previous coated tools. The combined 
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effect of the mechanical properties of the entire coating/substrate system account for 

the improvement of tool life under extreme cutting conditions. 

 

 

Fig. 2.5. Tool wear patterns evaluated by SEM on the cutting inserts after machining SS304 (end 

of tool life data). 

 

Fig. 2.6 shows SEM images and elemental map data from the rake surface for the 

best performing coated tools (PVD 1 and CVD 1) at a cutting length of 1500 m (this 

cutting length representing the end of life for the PVD 1 tool). The elemental maps 

obtained from PVD tools confirm that a substantial amount of workpiece material 

adheres on the tool flank and rake face (see Cr and Fe maps). The images also indicate 

substrate exposure, i.e., coating detachment from the chip/tool interface, with the 
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substrate already being exposed and covered by a BUE. The elemental data obtained 

for PVD provide evidence of chipping wear on the cutting tool. In contrast, the 

elemental maps of CVD 1 show reduced BUE and only minor chipping is visible at this 

cutting length. The presence of Cr and Fe signals close to the tip of the cutting tool 

indicates the formation of chromium and iron oxides. These oxides are composites 

naturally observed in BUE structures. At this stage, oxidation is the primary wear 

mechanism taking place on the tool rake surface during cutting. 

 

 

Fig. 2.6. The SEM image of the tool rake face and the corresponding EDX elemental maps: a) 

AlTiN PVD and b) CVD 1. 

 

The minimum and maximum deviations in tool wear statistics of the unworn 

reference tool obtained by Alicona were calculated with a 95 % accuracy. These values 

represent the minimum and maximum deviations above the reference plane. The 

magnitude of BUE formed at the end of each cutting tool’s life are shown in Fig. 2.7a. 

The values in Fig. 2.7b present the deviation related to tool wear damage (volume below 

the reference plane) occurring at the cutting edge. The CVD 1 cutting insert exhibited 

the lowest BUE formation compared to the other tested cutting tools. Moreover, the tool 
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wear volume data presented in Fig. 2.7 show chipping wear and intensity of BUE 

formation are significantly reduced in CVD 1 cutting tools using the investigated cutting 

inserts. For the uncoated, CVD 2 and PVD coated tools, intensive adhesion of the 

workpiece material to the rake surface was observed during the initial wear stage, which 

results in faster tool wear. The formation of an unstable buildup structure leads to further 

tearing and subsequent chipping at the cutting edge. Also, chipping of the cutting edge 

intensifies BUE formation. Fracture of the build-up-edge can also carry away a part of 

the cutting edge with it, which aggravates chipping on the cutting edge. 

 

 

Fig. 2.7. Numerical wears statistics data obtained from the cutting tools proposed in this work: a) 

Volume above the reference plane and b) Volume below the reference plane. 

 

Tool wear statistics obtained from Alicona confirm that the CVD 1 cutting tool 

system features lower tool edge failure compared to the other studied coatings.  

Therefore, this system was demonstrated to deliver improved and more efficient tool 

performance for this type of application. 

2.3.5. Evaluation of tribological properties 

To understand how the behavior of the entire coating/substrate material system 
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contributes to chip formation, in-situ tribological evaluations were based on chip 

characterization studies. SEM images of the chips’ undersurface are shown in Fig. 2.8. 

Although all chips produced by the investigated cutting tools feature a curling geometry, 

the chips formed by the cutting tool with a CVD 1 coating have the greatest degree of 

curl. This indicates that the chip flow in the cutting zone is accelerated as a consequence 

of the minimal friction being present there [35]. This behavior is confirmed by images 

of chip undersurface morphology. Metal flow produced by the uncoated, PVD and CVD 

2 coated tools causes intensive sticking at the chip/tool rake surface and subsequent 

tearing at the undersurface of the chips. This tearing indicates that the metal flow is 

strongly arrested at the cutting tool/chip interface, which generates intensive friction. In 

contrast, the chips produced by CVD 1 coated tools have a smoother undersurface, 

confirming that the tool rake surface has the lowest friction compared with the other 

tools. This behavior of the entire CVD 1 coating/substrate system significantly reduces 

the intensity of attrition wear. This coating/substrate system delivers high mechanical 

resistance (due to the presence of TiCN) associated with the low thermal conductivity 

of the outer Al2O3 layer, which protects the surface of the tool from heat transfer [36]. 
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Fig. 2.8. Chip type and morphology of the chip undersurface for the coated insert during 

machining of SS304: a) Uncoated, b) AlTiN PVD, c) TiN-MT-TiCN-Al2O3 CVD 1, and d) TiN-

MT-TiCN-Al2O3 CVD 2 coating. 

 

To confirm the hypothesis that the CVD 1 integrative coating/substrate system 

provides superior chip flow at the tool/chip interface, surface topography of the chip 

undersurface acquired during machining was compared in all tools investigated in this 

work, using an Alicona 3D digital microscope. Surface textures of the chip 

undersurfaces obtained by the studied cutting tools following the machining of SS304, 

are shown in Fig. 2.9. The length and width of all examined chips are 3 mm and 2 mm, 

respectively. It can be clearly seen that compared to PVD (SA = 0.3419 μm), the chip 

yielded by the CVD 1 coated tool has a smoother surface, with SA = 0.3252 μm. These 

results confirm the superior characteristics of the CVD 1 coating/substrate system. 
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Fig. 2.9. Three-dimensional surface texturing of the chips’ undersurface. 

 

At this point, the tribological conditions generated by the combination of different 

coating/substrate systems play an essential role during the chip formation process in all 

the tools tested in this work. A study of tribological characteristics of shearing work 

material was conducted to assess the frictional conditions at the tool-chip interface [37]. 

Chips were collected at the beginning of cut (around 5 m of cutting length), and the data 

concerning chip thickness, chip compression ratio, shear angle, friction angle, shear 

strain, chip sliding velocity, chip flow angle and friction coefficient are summarized in 

Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Results of the chip characteristic studies (chip thickness, chip compression ratio, shear 

angle, friction angle, shear strain, chip is sliding velocity, chip flow angle and friction coefficient) 

evaluated for all different integrated substrate/coating systems. 

 

Based on the Table 2.3 summary, chip thickness, chip compression ratio and shear 

angle are superior in the CVD 1 coating system compared to all other tools studied in 

this work. The data confirm a significant improvement of friction conditions occurs in 

the cutting zone while machining with CVD 1. All obtained results demonstrate that the 

chip characteristics were enhanced in the CVD 1 integrated system. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the integrated coating/substrate system represented by CVD 1 reduces 

friction, leading to an overall improvement in tool life (Fig. 2.4). 

Another critical point to be observed is that the sliding velocity was increased in 

CVD 1, indicating that this system accelerates the metal flow process. An accelerated 

metal flow causes intense plastic deformation in the chips. To assess the level of plastic 

deformation within the chips obtained by the CVD 1 and PVD integrated 

substrate/coating systems, an evaluation of the chips’ microstructures was performed by 

SEM and EBSD, with the results presented in Fig. 2.10. Cross-section images of the 

chips examined by EBSD confirm that the grains are strongly refined in the chips 

produced by CVD 1. Therefore, chip flow is accelerated, and strain plastic deformation 

is induced within the chip. The high amount of shear strain material found in the chips 

Coating 

Chip 

thickness 

(mm) 

Chip 

compression 

ratio - CCR 

Φ - 

Shear 

angle (°) 

β - 

Friction 

angle (°) 

(ϒ) 

Shear 

Strain  

Chip sliding 

velocity 

(m/min) 

Chip flow 

angle (°) 

Friction 

coefficient 

(µ) 

Uncoated 0.245 0.813 41.08 8.9 0.92 260.23 20.17 0.227 

PVD 0.277 0.719 37.39 12.6 0.97 230.16 26.16 0.368 

CVD 1 0.236 0.844 42.23 7.7 0.87 270.15 28.33 0.185 

CVD 2 0.289 0.689 36.15 13.8 0.95 220.61 22.15 0.418 
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produced by the CVD 1 system can be attributed to the low value of the friction angle 

and greater chip compression compared to chips produced by PVD (Table 2.3). The 

images displayed in Fig. 2.10 clearly present zones of intensity strengthening within the 

chips generated by the CVD 1 system, which specify a preferential deformation texture 

{1 1 0} for the austenitic matrix structure. These results are strongly corroborated by 

the experimental pole figures obtained by R’Saoubi and Ryde [38] based on X-ray 

diffraction analysis of the chips close to the tool–work friction zones in different 

stainless steels. Therefore, the results confirm that the higher stress values of CVD 1 

were related to the differences in chip formation characteristics between the integrated 

coating/substrate systems. Shear-located chips and severe plastic deformation were 

present in CVD 1, in contrast to PVD, which had a lower chip sliding velocity and more 

homogeneous plastic deformation (Fig. 2.10). 
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Fig. 2.10. Cross sections and EBSD images of the chips’ microstructures produced by different 

integrated substrate /coating system: a) PVD and b) CVD 1. 

 

Fig. 2.11 shows the effect of the integrated coating/substrate system (PVD and 

CVD 1) on the chip segmentation characteristics during the machining of austenitic 

stainless steel. It can be seen that the segments are curved and slightly different in each 

tool system. Although chips produced by PVD show a regular lamellar structure, the 

spacing between the segments is inconsistent due to the intense friction conditions on 

the tool-chip interface. Chips produced by CVD 1 show the same trend of a regular 

lamellar structure and spacing between the segments. However, fracture patterns were 

clearly observed on the entire surface of the lamellar chip band. This is a combined 

effect of the higher chip sliding velocity as well as the milder friction conditions at the 

tool-chip interface. Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that the segmented chips 
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produced by the CVD 1 system result from interrupted primary shear banding processes 

that initiate from the tool-contact surface. These processes rapidly propagate towards 

the valleys on the chips, causing sequential tearing along the chip shear band. In this 

case, the shear band may be developed by a high level of shear during the chip flow 

which enhances chip formation by accelerating the deformation within the chip. This in 

turn, creates a discontinuity and brittle shear bands, entirely due to ductile flow [39]. 

 

 

Fig. 2.11. SEM images showing the shear bands lines of chips produced by PVD and CVD 1. 

 

2.4. Conclusions 

The results of cutting experiments and characterization measurements on different 
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coating/substrate systems (2 PVDs and 2 CVDs) were analyzed and compared during 

the machining of 304 austenitic stainless steel. This research reveals that superior wear 

performance and toll life are provided by a surface engineered layer/carbide material 

with the most optimal combination of the coating/substrate properties. The following 

conclusions are drawn in this study: 

i. The tribological evaluation, tool life test, wear performance and mechanical 

characteristics of the CVD 1 coating system show that the best results are an 

outcome of the integrative coating/carbide substrate design.  

ii. The CVD 1 coating features the best performance due to a combination of 

factors (e.g., better plasticity and better load carrying capacity) contribute to 

the greater tool life. 

iii. The enhanced mechanical properties of CVD 1 affect tribological 

characteristics during cutting (such as CCR, metal flow and shear band), wear 

performance, and overall tool life. 

iv. A combination of Co binder with the presence of TiC in CVD 1 reduces 

hardness and substantially improves fracture toughness, which mitigates the 

crater wear pattern on the cutting tools during cutting caused by high 

temperatures and adhesive wear. 

v. Finally, this study reveals that the difference in thickness of the PVD AlTiN 

did not change the wear behavior, confirming that an integrative approach to 

coating/carbide substrate design plays a significant role in tool wear 

performanceand tool selection. 
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Abstract 

AlTiN coatings with different Al/Ti ratios (50/50, 60/40, 67/33, 70/30 and 73/27) 

deposited by cathodic arc PVD are investigated in this paper. An ultra-high speed of 

420 m/min was applied during the finish turning tests of stainless steel 304 (SS304). 

The coating structure was characterized by SEM and XRD techniques. Assorted 

mechanical properties such as elastic modulus, coating adhesion, hardness and micro-

scratch fracture toughness were assessed using nano-indentation and scratch testing. 

Chip characterization was performed to evaluate the tribological characteristics of the 

tool/chip interface. The wear performance study showed that cratering was the main 

wear mechanism. Tool life results have shown that the Al60Ti40 coating featured the 

longest tool life due to its favorable combination of tribological and micro-mechanical 

properties. 

 

Keywords 

AlTiN PVD coatings with various Al/Ti ratios; Ultra-high speed turning of SS304; 

Tribological performance. 
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3.1. Introduction 

Austenitic stainless steels are considered hard-to-machine materials owing to their 

apparent tendency to work-harden during machining as well as adhesion [1,2]. 

Furthermore, due to this alloy’s low thermal conductivity, a considerable amount of heat 

produced during cutting will be transferred to the tool, which degrades the substrate 

material, negatively impacting the cutting performance [3]. The application of hard 

films by physical vapor deposition (PVD) is an efficient way of improving cutting tools’ 

wear resistance during machining of stainless steels. Titanium based coatings with their 

outstanding properties including high hardness, good wear resistance, and excellent 

corrosion resistance, have been commonly used to protect inserts in numerous 

challenging working conditions [4,5]. However, the oxidation resistance of TiN coating 

is still worse than other coating compositions such as AlTiN. TiN coatings will oxidize 

quickly at temperatures over 500 °C, with the creation of a brittle and loose TiO2 layer 

[6]. The addition of aluminum in AlTiN coatings enhances their hardness, wear 

resistance and especially oxidation resistance at high temperatures (to a maximum of 

1000 °C) [7-9]. Furthermore, AlTiN coatings have higher fatigue fracture resistance 

than TiN [9,10]. 

The mechanical properties and crystal structure of AlTiN coatings are known to be 

positively correlated to their Al content. For instance, the hardness of the coating 

increases up to a certain value and then decreases after that. The reduction of the 

hardness corresponds to the phase transformation when the hexagonal wurtzite AlN is 

preferred over the TiN’s typical face-centered cubic (fcc) phase [11]. It was reported 

that AlTiN coatings feature a predominantly cubic structure when the Al content is 

slightly lower than 67 at. % (metal fraction of the nitride compound), a mixed cubic-
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wurtzite structure at an Al content slightly above 67 at. % and finally a single hexagonal 

structure typical for AlN at the higher Al content [6,11].  

Endrino et al. [1] studied four different AlCrN and AlTiN based PVD coating 

compositions with high Al content for austenitic stainless-steel machining. Within the 

stable wear stage, the nano crystalline AlTiN coated tools surpassed fine grained AlTiN 

variants, with almost double the life of the tool. Fox-Rabinovich et al. [12] compared 

the structural characteristics, wear performance, oxidation resistance, and mechanical 

properties of AlTiN and TiAlCrN coatings applied for hard-to-cut materials. The 

findings demonstrated the impacts of the coating structure and composition on the 

oxidation behaviour of Al0.3Cr0.7N based coatings. In addition, modified aluminium-

rich AlCrN coatings were found to have improved oxidation resistance [13].  

The machining process of stainless steel 304 (SS304) at high cutting speed 

conditions involves elevated temperature in the cutting zone (at the interface between 

workpiece and tool) resulting in chemical transformation of the associated materials. 

Since Al is a very active metal, increasing the amount of Al in the coatings contributes 

to increased chemical reactivity. Owing to the difficulty of oxygen penetration into the 

contact zone, the active chemical reactions between the AlTiN coating and the 

workpiece tend to cause adhesive wear [14]. Several studies investigated the effect of 

high Al content in different coating chemical compositions. However, the performance 

of AlTiN PVD coatings with different Al/Ti ratios during ultra-high speed machining of 

SS304 was not investigated in literature up to the moment. In order to provide a better 

coating solution for the aforementioned process, it is vital to understand the surface 

modification of AlTiN coatings that benefit tool tribological performance during ultra-

high speed turning of stainless steels. Therefore, a detailed analysis of five different 
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Al/Ti ratios of 50/50, 60/40, 67/33, 70/30 and 73/27, is presented in this paper. The 

variation in Al content alters the mechanical properties and different dominating wear 

mechanisms of the corresponding AlTiN coatings during ultra-high speed machining of 

SS304 with carbide inserts. Studies of tribological performance were emphasized 

through assessment of the frictional conditions of the cutting process mainly depend on 

the chip characteristics (including the chip compression ratio, metal flow descriptions, 

and shear bands observation, etc.). The main purpose of this paper is to study the 

tribological characteristics of the coated cutting tools since it shows the friction 

conditions at the contact face of tool, chip and workpiece and this leads to a better 

understanding of the tool wear performance. 

3.2. Experimental procedure 

An industrial-scale cathodic arc ion plating facility attached with four circular 

shaped evaporators was used to deposit PVD AlTiN coatings. Cutting inserts and top 

polished coupons made of WC with 6 wt. % of Co binder were used for analyses and 

testing. Source materials (“targets” with a diameter of 120 mm) with five different Al/Ti 

ratios (50/50, 60/40, 67/33, 70/30, and 73/27) were used for the deposition of different 

monolayer coatings. The PVD cycle consisted of heating, plasma etching, coating, and 

cooling. All substrates were plasma etch cleaned for 30 min using Ar ions at a substrate 

bias voltage of - 200 V and a pressure of 0.2 Pa. The chamber temperature was 

maintained at 500 °C during the deposition with the samples being rotated three times. 

The nitrogen flow rate was controlled to maintain a pressure of 3.5 Pa without using 

any noble gas. Deposition time was set to 180 min, resulting in a typical coating 

thickness of around 4 μm. 

 CNGG120408-FS (Kennametal, substrate K313) cutting inserts were used for 
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testing. The microstructure of SS304 is shown in Table 3.1. The chemical composition 

as well as mechanical properties of this workpiece material are also outlined below. 

 

Table 3.1. Microstructure, chemical composition, and mechanical properties of SS304 [15] 

 

Single point turning was used to conduct the cutting tests using a φ = 150 mm and 

L = 200 mm SS304 bar. For the cutting tests, a high-precision CNC lathe (Nakamura 

Tome SC 450) was manipulated. All turning tests were performed under an ultra-high 

speed of 420 m/min, a cut depth of 0.5 mm, and a feed rate of 0.15 mm/rev. A 5 % 

concentration of semi-synthetic coolant was applied during the cutting tests. These 

cutting conditions were selected to approach a novel ultra-high speed machining process 

of stainless steels poorly explored so far. During the turning process, cutting forces were 

collected at the first pass for each coated cutting tool tested in this work. A LabVIEW 

professional development system (National Instruments, US) was used for this 

Element Weight 

(%) 

Yield strength 

(MPa) 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(% in 50 mm) 

Hardness 

Rockwell B 

(HR B) 

max 

Brinell 

(HB) 

max 

Cr 18 - 20 205 515 40 92 201 

Ni 8 - 10.5 

 

Mn < 2 

Si < 0.75 

N < 0.1 

C < 0.08 

P < 0.045 

S < 0.03 

Fe Balance 
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measurement. According to ISO 3685, the tool life criterion adopted in this work was 

set to be cumulative flank wear of 300 μm. The tool wear on the cutting inserts was 

examined with the use of an optical microscope (Keyence VHX). Wear data was 

extracted a 95 % accuracy from an average of three tests. 

To understand how different Al/Ti ratios in AlTiN PVD coatings affect cutting tool 

performance, the coating micro-structure needs to be analyzed. Scanning electron 

microscopy, SEM (VEGA, Tescan) identified the architecture, morphology and 

thickness of the coating. To determine the phase composition and transformation of 

these coatings, an X-ray diffractometer (D6 Discover, Bruker) was used. Each study 

was performed to classify the crystal phases from a source of Cu K alpha radiation in a 

standard configuration of 20-90° angular range. The diffraction configuration in this 

measurement was Bragg-Brentano (decoupled 2θ, α=5°). 

A nano-indentation tester (NHT3, Anton Paar) was used to test the micro-

mechanical characteristics of the coatings (hardness and young’s modulus). During the 

tests the load applied was 20 mN using a geometry of the Vickers indenter. A matrix of 

8 x 5 indentations was used to collect sufficient data. An average of these indentation 

values quantified the coatings’ hardness and elastic modulus. To study the adhesion 

performance of the coatings on the carbide, micro-scratch tests were conducted by a 

Micro-scratch Tester (CORE, Micro Materials). For the three-scan, multi-pass 

topography-scratch-topography micro-scratch tests, a 25 μm end radius diamond 

conical shape indenter was used. After a 100 m levelling distance, the load with 175 

mN/s was stepped up to a maximum of 7.5 N in the ramped scratch pass. The speed for 

scratch was 20 μm/s, while the scratch was 1 mm long. The contact load was set at 1 

mN for both the pre-scratch and post-scratch topographic scans, as well as the initial 
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100 µm of the ramped scratch. Moreover, a scratch tester (Revetest, Anton Paar) 

coupled with a 200 μm radius Rockwell diamond indenter was employed for macro-

scratch analysis on these coatings under an increasing load from 0.5 to 100 N (distance 

3 mm). The fracture toughness of the coatings was measured using the same scratch 

tester (Revetest, Anton Paar) with a Vickers indenter under a constant 150 N load at a 

single location. Three repetitions were performed for each coating to yield the results 

of adhesion and fracture toughness. 

Finally, to understand the performance of the coatings and the functional surfaces, 

cutting tests were developed to evaluate the wear performance improvement achieved 

by the different surface treatment techniques. 3D evaluation of cutting tools’ wear 

volume and chips’ undersurface morphology were performed by confocal microscopy 

(Infinity Focus G, Alicona) to determine to wear performance and chip character during 

cutting process. All examined chips had a 3 mm length and 2 mm width. Wear patterns 

of the used tools were assessed pre and post the underwent etching process to remove 

any adherent workpiece material. The etching solution consisted of a 2:1 solution of 

hydrochloric and nitric acids, respectively. The cutting tools were immersed in this 

solution for a period of 20 minutes. SEM, paired with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 

(EDS), was then used to assess the worn areas to confirm the chemical composition. 

This instrument was also used for chip characterization. 

3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Substrate and Coating characterizations 

A micro-grain cemented carbide was used as the cutting tool’s substrate in this 

work, as shown in Table 3.2. The main cemented carbide phases were 94 wt. % hard 

grains of WC and 6 wt. % of a significantly softer Co binder phase [15]. This has led to 
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a relatively abrasion resistant compound in the range of ISO K5-K10 carbide, which is 

known to be suitable for demanding cutting applications [16]. Additionally, with the 

high melting points, the carbide materials still preserve their hardness at very high 

manufacturing temperatures. Given the extremely fine distribution, the binder process 

softens at significantly higher temperatures compared to the tool material of high-speed 

steels [17,18]. These characteristics lead to an improvement of the cutting tool’s 

mechanical properties, which then strengthens the carbide alloy's resistance to abrasion 

wear and chipping on the cutting edges [19,20]. The mechanical properties of the 

substrate are shown in Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2. Micro-mechanical characteristics of the carbide substrate 

Hardness 

(GPa) 

Grain size 

(μm) 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

Fracture toughness 

(MPa m1/2) 

Elastic modulus 

 (GPa) 

H/E 

22.8±3.5 1.225 14.9 14.3±1.2 550±28 0.0414 

 

Fig. 3.1 shows the SEM image of typical AlTiN PVD coating’s cross-section. The 

thickness of the AlTiN PVD coating was about 4-5 μm, and the coating had a uniform 

and dense microstructure. In addition, it reveals nodular and flake defects of various 

sizes and shapes occurring on top surfaces, typical of droplet defects found in arc PVD. 

With Al content intensifying, the coatings showed a more nano-crystalline structure. 

This behavior was also previously reported [21,22]. As can be seen in the the image, 

AlTiN coating has a columnar structure. This is because in the process of nucleation 

during PVD, grains with energetically favorable orientations may grow upwards and 

outwards, which results in a strong crystallographic texture present within the material, 

leading to columnar growth structures [23]. It has been demonstrated in literature that 
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the main advantage of this structure is its superior tolerance against straining and 

thermal shock, which helps extend the tool’s life time [24]. 

 

 

Fig. 3.1. Coating cross-section SEM image showing the microstructure of typical AlTiN PVD 

coating. 

 

Fig. 3.2 shows the XRD patterns of various Al/Ti ratio PVD coatings deposited on 

the cemented carbide substrate material. All five coatings exhibited an intense peak with 

a preferred cubic crystal orientation (200) and another peak with a less intense cubic 

orientation (111) according to JCPDS 00-037-1140. In addition, Al/Ti 50/50, 60/40, 

67/33 and 70/30 exhibited low intensity peaks of cubic phase orientation (220), whereas 

a peak of cubic phase oriented (201) was found in Al/Ti 73/27. In addition, the XRD 

scan showed a change of the peak positions to a higher diffraction angle with an 

increased amount of Al. This displacement happened because of a change in parameter 

of the lattice. The addition of an atom with a small atomic radius to a crystal structure 

gradually decreases the parameter of the lattice and a raising of the angle of diffraction 
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[25]. As aluminum is smaller than titanium, the cubic lattice gets distorted, stressed and 

the lattice parameter decreases. Moreover, the XRD spectrum in Fig. 3.2 showed the 

AlTiN coatings' strongest (200) orientation, reflecting the lowest surface and strain 

energies during the coating deposition process. The coating thus develops after 

deposition with the lowest surface energy between the crystal planes [26]. A reduction 

of signal intensity and broadening of the peaks had taken place in Al70Ti30 and even 

more so in the Al73Ti27 coating. Some new reflections around 50, 60, and 80 degree 

were detected that are very likely associated with the AlN wurtzite structure. There may 

even be amorphous phase contents in the Al73Ti27 coating as described in [21]. 
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Fig. 3.2. XRD patterns of coated cutting tools: Al50Ti50; Al60Ti40; Al67Ti33; Al70Ti30; 

Al73Ti27. 

 

Surface morphology of the coating’s top surface are shown in Fig. 3.3. In general, 

all coatings featured a smooth surface with a surface average (Sa) value of under 0.17 

μm. However, it can be seen that the Al50Ti50 coating had the lowest Sa value (0.1385 

μm) compared to Al60Ti40, which had a relatively rougher surface (Sa = 0.1693 μm). 

Due to the defects during the deposition process, some spherical particles with low 

adhesion were formed on the coating surface. An unavoidable characteristic of the 

cathodic arc deposition process is the presence of droplets or macro-particles [27]. 

These coatings are super-finished under certain application areas, to create a smooth 

surface. However, contamination may be present inside the chamber during the 

deposition process with small particles from the fixtures and the walls being co-

deposited, thereby affecting the coating’s Sa. Although the coatings’ rough surface may 

affect frictional conditions at the tool-chip interface [3], it was reported in our previous 

study that those imperfections might not significantly affect the machining process since 

they were all in the same low range with minor differences between them. 
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Fig. 3.3. Surface average of different Al/Ti ratio PVD coatings. 

 

Table 3.3 displays the considered PVD AlTiN coatings’ mechanical properties. The 

microhardness and elastic modulus of the AlTiN coatings as a function of the different 

ratios of Al/Ti, confirmed that the Al/Ti 50/50 coating exhibited the highest hardness 

and elastic modulus out of all the tested coatings. This could be partially explained by 

low Aluminum concentration in its chemical composition, which results in the 

formation of different microstructures. Hardness and modulus reduced significantly 

below 30 GPa and 400 GPa, respectively, at higher Al contents (Al > 67), which 

indicates a very likely presence of a softer hexagonal phase [6]. The importance of H/E 

ratio (elastic strain to failure) was outlined [24] and fracture toughness was found to 

enhance the tribological behavior for a specific substrate carbide and coating system 

[15]. In this case, Al50Ti50 and Al60Ti40 had a H/E value lower than 0.06 due to their 

high elastic modulus. Researchers [28] showed that the H/E ratio correlates with wear 

resistance, but in cutting tests longer tool life for an optimum H/E reported which varies 

with the type of test, the material being machined, and cutting speed, etc. In this 
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application, a coating system with a low H/E ratio improves the longevity of the tool 

[15,28]. Energy generated during machining due to work hardening of the workpiece 

material could be dissipated through plastic deformation. Coating system with a lower 

H/E ratio showed more plasticity and had the ability to dissipate more energy generated 

and consequently change the wear mechanism associated with the machining of SS304 

at an ultra-high speed. 

 

Table 3.3. Mechanical characteristics for the AlTiN coatings with different Al/Ti ratios. 

PVD coating layer Al50Ti50 Al60Ti40 Al67Ti33 Al70Ti30 Al73Ti27 

Hardness (GPa) 37.4 ± 1.87 35.2 ± 1.76 29.8 ± 1.49 26.7 ± 1.33 23.7 ± 1.18 

Elastic modulus (GPa) 663.2 ± 33 592.9 ± 27 495.8 ± 24 381.5 ± 21 334.7 ± 23 

H/E 0.056 0.059 0.061 0.069 0.071 

Fracture toughness 

(MPa m1/2) 
0.228 ± 0.011 0.234 ± 0.012 0.258 ± 0.013 0.301 ± 0.015 

no cracks 

observed 

Macro-scratch Lc1 (N) 47.3 ± 0.24 45.8 ± 0.23 45.6 ± 0.23 45.1 ± 0.22 44.4 ± 0.22 

Macro-scratch Lc2 (N) 54.1 ± 0.27 53.7 ± 0.27 53.1 ± 0.26 52.2 ± 0.26 51.6 ± 0.25 

Micro-scratch Lc1 (N) 4.2 ± 0.3 4.3 ± 0.1 4.9 ± 0.2 4.7 ± 0.3 4.2 ± 0.3 

Micro-scratch Lc2 (N) 5.4 ± 0.2 5.6 ± 0.2 5.7 ± 0.1 5.4 ± 0.2 5.5 ± 0.3 

Scratch toughness (N2) 5.0 ± 0.5 5.7 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 1.4 3.3 ± 0.7 5.2 ± 1.5 

 

Scratch testing was conducted to determine the coatings' adhesion to the substrate. 

It can be seen from Table 3.3 that, Al/Ti 50/50 and 60/40 coating showed slightly similar 

critical loads measured for macro-scratch Lc2, and then the high values for these two 

coatings presented a stronger adhesion to the substrate, compared with other coatings. 

This is also proved by the SEM image of the scratch tracks, as shown in Fig. 3.4. It is 

easy to find that all the coatings tested possessed cohesive failure, and tensile cracking 

was the predominant mechanical failure mode on the nitride specimen, which was also 

stated in [29]. The onset of coating delamination occurred at a similar position on the 
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scratch test line for Al50Ti50, Al60Ti40, Al67Ti33 and Al70Ti30 whereas the Al73Ti27 

coating flaked off at a later position since it is the softest and most ductile of all the 

coatings. No cracks were observed during the fracture toughness test on the Al73Ti27 

coating (as shown in Table 3.3), demonstrating the high toughness of this coating. This 

is due to the highest ductility and elastic deformation of the coating under a high load. 

The initial delamination seemed to be very similar in coatings with a high Al content, 

with large pieces flaking off without evidential cracking. This was attributed to their 

relative softness and consequent higher ductility [30]. Although the Al50Ti50 and 

Al60Ti40 variant exhibited lateral cracking at the beginning of their respective track, 

both coating systems had adequate adhesion to the substrate, only flaking of smaller 

areas occurs initially. According to the ISO standard (ISO 27307:2015), the coating 

characterized by this kind of crack indicates a strong interaction of the coating with the 

substrate, which results in improved adhesion. On the other hand, at a higher Al content 

(Al > 67), coatings had more vacancy in atom arrangement due to the smaller lattice 

parameter of Al than Ti. This leads to a relatively sparse microstructure that contributes 

to both more delamination and spallation of the coating [31]. In general, spalling and 

buckling are correlated with the adherence of the coating to the substrate [32]. In this 

case, with more dense microstructures, Al/Ti 50/50 and 60/40 coatings had better 

adhesion, which resulted in less spallation along the scratch trace. 
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Fig. 3.4. SEM images of scratch tracks: Al50Ti50; Al60Ti40; Al67Ti33; Al70Ti30; Al73Ti27. 

 

Micro-scratch tests results of critical loads are shown in Table 3.3 and the indenter 

displacement versus indenter depth over the surface is shown in Fig. 3.5. As shown in 
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Table 3.3, the coatings displayed almost identical micro-critical loads in Lc2. The 

differences in micro-scratch Lc1 were considerably higher in Al/Ti 67/33 and 70/30 

coatings. Zabinski and Voevodin recommended that the lower critical load in a scratch 

test will provide fracture toughness evaluation [33]. This definition was later established 

by Zhang and coworkers who equated Lc1 with the resistance to crack initiation and 

(Lc2-Lc1) as a crack propagation measure (Lc2 = total coating failure load) [34,35]. 

They demonstrated a parameter (later labelled "scratch toughness") describing a 

combined initiation and propagation resistance to crack: scratch toughness = Lc1(Lc2-

Lc1). In this case, the scratch toughness was highest in the Al/Ti 60/40 coating. The 

Al/Ti 73/27 and 70/30 coatings exhibited a sharper (more abrupt) depth change at failure 

than the other coatings. The final on-load scratch depth was greater in these coatings. 

The micro-scratch depth data (Fig. 3.5) and the SEM image (Fig. 3.4) both showed 

changing deformation for 70/30 and 73/27. In the SEM lateral chipping extends further 

from the scratch track consistent with the more abrupt depth changes in the micro-

scratch. The lower chipping on the Al/Ti 50/50 and 60/40 coating is consistent with 

more gradual deformation. 
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Fig. 3.5. Micro-scratch tests of different Al/Ti ratio coatings: the indenter displacement versus 

indenter depth over the surface. 

 

3.3.2. Ultra-high speed cutting tests 

Fig. 3.6 demonstrates the evolution of flank wear versus cutting length during a 

test conducted under a 420 m/min cutting speed and coolant. 3D optical images are 

showing the inserts’ progress wear. In general, the main failure mechanism was a 

combination of abrasion on the flank face and adhesion on the rake face, with intensive 

built-up-edge (BUE) formation on the tool rake surface contributing to intensive 

chipping, as can be seen in the 3D images. The insert coated with Al73Ti27 failed 

shortly after 800 m with the most severe tool wear. The severely damaged flank 

signified that the coating layer had worn out as a result of direct adhesive interaction 

between the carbide tool and stainless steel, which resulted in tool failure. In contrast, 

the insert coated with Al60Ti40 had the longest tool life in this turning test. It also 

exhibited a different wear mode in comparison with the other tested tools. Crater wear 

was the predominant wear mode, which indicates that the coating could protect the area 
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around the crater and the cutting edge for a substantially longer time. As such, the 

Al60Ti40 coating featured the best performance as a result of not only its hardness, but 

also lower brittleness and better adhesion. 

 

 

a) Tool life curve of five different Al/Ti ratio coated inserts: flank wear vs. cutting length. 
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b) Keyence 3D optical images of tools’ progress wear modes during machining. 

Fig. 3.6. Cutting test results for coated tools with different Al/Ti ratios: 50/50, 60/40, 67/33, 70/30 

and 73/27. 

 

The cutting force curve patterns of different Al/Ti ratio coated tools are presented 
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in Fig. 3.7. All data was obtained over the same period under a relatively stable turning 

process. The Al60Ti40 coated tool emitted the most stable cutting force signals with a 

very reduced numbers of peaks and valleys during SS304 machining. However, the 

vibration amplitude of the cutting force was high in the other inserts. The rest of the 

Al/Ti ratio tools (especially those with Al content over 67) frequently reached either 

peaks or valleys during turning. This behavior confirms that high loads applied on a low 

hardness coating, combined with high cutting temperature, contribute to coating 

deformation [36]. As the coating begins to deform, material accumulation will 

drastically alter material flow during cutting, facilitating the generation of BUE. BUE 

formation at the tool's tip has a direct impact on the cutting force [37,38], since intense 

BUE at the contact interface of tool and workpiece increases friction at the cutting zone, 

reflecting in higher forces to produce the cutting process. 
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Fig. 3.7. Cutting forces collected for five coated tools during the first pass at a steady state. 

 

3.3.3. Wear mechanism 

To understand the wear mechanism which occurs during the ultra-high speed 

machining of SS304, the best and the worst tool performance were selected to perform 

a consistent analysis throughout SEM characterization. SEM images of the worn Al/Ti 
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60/40 and 73/27 cutting tools before and after etching are shown in Fig. 3.8. Machining 

of austenitic stainless steel under high cutting speeds promoted various interactions 

within the cutting zone between the tool surface, chip, and workpiece, causing intense 

tool wear due to both extreme thermal and mechanical loads. In this case, the wear 

mechanism was a complex combination of abrasion, attrition and diffusion wear for all 

the tested cutting tools. Literature indicates that unstable attrition wear plays a crucial 

role during the machining of austenitic stainless steel, resulting in material adhesion and 

subsequent extreme BUE formation and sharp cutting edges chipping [39]. A high 

cutting speed should be applied to reduce the intensity of the BUE, by accelerating the 

material removal rate. As mentioned above, the standard method for determining cutting 

edge wear resistance is to measure the resulting wear mark width below the main cutting 

edge on the tool flank face. However, at a high cutting speed, the crater wear on the rake 

face needs to be considered and quantified as well. Cratering takes place inside a zone 

in which the chip actually contacts with the cutting insert during machining, which leads 

to intensive heat generation and extreme shear forces [40]. As shown in Fig. 3.8, crater 

wear predominates over flank wear during high-speed machining of stainless steel in 

causing ultimate tool failure. In all cases, the coating has been removed at an initial 

stage of the cutting test and the exposed surface of the substrate was affected by a 

combination of abrasive, diffusion, and chemical wear. Consequently, the cobalt binder 

in the cemented carbide is subject to thermal softening due to the intense temperature 

in the cutting zone and was thus removed at a higher rate during the cutting process [41]. 

As confirmed in Fig. 3.8, the Al73Ti27 coated insert exhibited the most intense chipping. 

Because of the strong adhesion of the workpiece on the tool, chipping wear was 

attributed to BUE formation. In this case, the relatively soft coating is prone to 
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delamination (scratch test result) and as such, could not sustain the heavy loads and high 

temperatures present within the cutting zone. It started to fail as soon as fragments of 

the tool edge were carried away by the detaching BUE, which resulted in substrate 

exposure and subsequent severe crater wear. 

On the other hand, the insert coated with Al60Ti40 exhibited a uniform circular 

shaped crater wear. Although the moderate Al content could not provide the best 

oxidation resistance, this was far outweighed by the higher hardness compared to the 

coatings with a higher Al content. The Al60Ti40 coating system was found to provide 

an overall optimal balance between hardness, oxidation resistance and good adhesion, 

which improved the wear resistance and has led to the best tool life. 

 

 

Fig. 3.8. SEM images of tool wear at the end of tool life prior to and after the etching process: 

Al60Ti40 (cutting length 2800 m) and Al73Ti27 (cutting length 1000 m). 

 

Fig. 3.9 shows the EDS element map data of the worn tools at the end of tool life. 
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The element maps obtained from all AlTiN PVD coated tools indicated that a significant 

amount of workpiece (stainless steel) has adhered to both the flank and the rake surface 

of the tool (see Fe and Cr signals). The presence of Fe and Cr also suggested the 

formation of iron and chromium oxides along the flank wear of the tool. Such oxides 

are composites that are naturally contained in BUE structures [15]. It is worth 

mentioning that the strong signal of Fe/Cr above the tool rake face in the Al/Ti 73/27 

insert provided evidence for a large amount of workpiece adhesion, which caused 

intensive BUE to form and consequently detach, in turn leading to chipping on the tool 

flank face. The image also indicated substrate exposure because of the Al signal absence 

(from AlTiN coating) but a strong W signal (WC substrate). This finding is in a strong 

agreement with experimental observations of the tool wear, which showed that the 

coating detached from the chip/tool interface as the tungsten carbide substrate became 

visible. However, a weaker W signal compared to that of Fe/Cr, has proven that the 

exposed substrate was rapidly covered by a BUE due to strong metal flow over the 

substrate, which resulted in severe adhesion. 

 

 

Fig. 3.9. EDS elemental maps of worn areas at the end of tool life: Al60Ti40 (cutting length 2800 

m) and Al73Ti27 (cutting length 1000 m). 
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To quantify the tool wear condition of the cutting inserts, Alicona was used to 

measure the BUE and worn volume after tool failure, before and after the etching of the 

worn tool, respectively. The minimum and maximum deviations of the unused reference 

tool obtained by Alicona in 3D tool wear statistics were measured with an accuracy of 

95 %. These data confirm the minimal and maximal variation below and above the 

original plane. The size of BUE generated at the end of the tool life and total wear 

volume of each cutting tool after the etching are shown in Fig. 3.10. The Al50Ti50 

coated tool had the highest BUE, followed by the Al73Ti27 tool. The other three insets 

exhibited a lower volume of BUE formation, with small deviation. The formation of an 

unstable built-up structure has resulted in its detachment and corresponding cutting-

edge chipping. Fracture of the BUE also brought away pieces of the cutting edge from 

the insert, which exacerbated chipping on the tool cutting edge. On the other hand, as 

can be seen from the wear damage on the cutting edge, Al60Ti40 exhibited a 

significantly lower wear volume as compared to the other four inserts. Numerical wear 

statistics data confirmed that the tool edge failure of the Al60Ti40 coated tool was lower 

than that of the other four studied coatings. This coating is therefore proven to have the 

superior and more effective tool performance during ultra-high speed turning of SS304. 
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Fig. 3.10. The deviations of BUE and wear volume with the unworn reference plane.  

 

3.3.4. Tribological characterization 

One of the major ways of evaluating the tribological conditions during the cutting 

process is through the chip formation process. The chip flow process can reveal the 

tribological characteristics of the deformed workpiece material for assessing the 

frictional characteristics at the tool/chip interface [3]. In this study, chips were collected 

at the initiation stage of the cutting length of 5 m. The SEM images of the general chip 

shapes, undersurface morphology and shear band are shown in Fig. 3.11. The Al60Ti40 

chip and Al70Ti30 chip had the most curled shape out of the five studied chips. However, 

the chips produced by Al/Ti 60/40 coated tools had a smoother undersurface. This 

means that the chip flow in the cutting zone is hastened since there is the lowest friction 

at the rake surface of the tool [39]. All the other four chips, by comparison, showed 

readily evident intense chip sticking to the tool, resulting in tearing at the chips' 

undersurface and subsequent intense friction. Such tearing thus suggests that the metal 

flow at the interface between tool and chip is strongly arrested. 

In addition, the chips’ shear band images (Fig. 3.11) show that the curved segments 

in each insert were slightly different. While all of the chips studied had a conventional 
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lamellar structure, as a result of the extreme friction conditions at the tool-chip interface, 

the spacing on the chip shear band between the segments is inconsistent for Al/Ti 50/50, 

70/30 and 73/27 chips. In contrast, chips produced by Al60Ti40 and Al67Ti33 coated 

tools generally exhibited a similar and regular lamellar structural pattern and spacing 

between the adjacent segments. Nevertheless, fracture patterns in the Al67Ti33 chip 

were obviously showed on the entire surface of the lamellar chip shear band, due to the 

combined effect of high-speed sliding and friction conditions between the tool and the 

chip. 

 

 

Fig. 3.11. Chip characteristics: generation shape, undersurface, shear band and surface average of 

the chips. 

 

Cutting forces were obtained during all cutting tests to determine the specific 

energy and friction coefficient for the cutting. This was done to provide an 
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understanding of the tribological features of the interface between tool and workpiece 

[42]. Fig. 3.12 provides a general relation of the Al/Ti ratio with the friction coefficient 

and specific cutting energy with all of the various AlTiN PVD coatings. The results 

indicated that there was a substantial enhancement of the friction conditions at the 

tool/chip/workpiece interface after the Al/Ti 60/40 coated tool was used for machining 

since it had the lowest friction coefficient μ. The specific cutting energy is defined as 

the total energy required to cut a unit volume of material from the workpiece [43]. It is 

considered an important index of the machinability of the material and allows to get a 

greater understanding of the whole cutting process. Apart from the lowest and most 

stable cutting force (as shown in Fig. 3.7), Al60Ti40 coated tool also had the lowest 

specific cutting energy. Moreover, Fig. 3.12 illustrates that the actual tool-chip contact 

length (TCCL) is also determined by the friction conditions in the cutting zone. Under 

all tested conditions, the Al/Ti 60/40 coating had a minimal contact length which greatly 

reduced wear on the tool. One more crucial aspect is that in the Al60Ti40 sample the 

chip sliding velocity had raised, suggesting that this coating speeded up the process of 

metal flow. 

The reason for this outstanding friction performance of the Al60Ti40 tool can be 

ascribed to the optimal combination of its mechanical properties. Since this coating 

system has a good balance of H/E, it is capable of better dissipating the specific cutting 

energy generated during machining. Thus, the Al60Ti40 coating was able to better 

protect the insert and postpone the substrate exposure, leading to an extension of the 

tool life. In addition, with a suitable Al/Ti ratio, this coating was capable of generating 

lubricious tribo-films with balanced Al and Ti oxides, which provided superior 

oxidation resistance [44,45]. Moreover, intense heat generated during ultra-high speed 
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machining results in strong diffusion wear, and therefore, a high hot hardness is needed 

to sustain the coating’s mechanical properties at such high temperatures. In this case, 

the suitable chemical composition with the favorable mechanical properties of the Al/Ti 

60/40 coating enhance its hot hardness property, which affects the tribological 

characteristics during cutting, providing a good balance of wear resistance and 

oxidation resistance, then resulting in the longest tool life. 

 

 

Fig. 3.12. Tribological characteristics of different Al/Ti ratio coatings in the cutting zone: friction 

coefficient μ and specific cutting energy; TCCL and chip sliding velocity. 

 

Table 3.4 summarizes data regarding chip characteristic studies for different Al/Ti 

ratios coatings, such as chip thickness, chip compression ratio, chip shear angle, chip 

sliding velocity and friction coefficient μ. Based on the numerical analysis, chip 

compression ratio (CCR closer to 1), shear angle (closer to 45°) and chip sliding velocity 

of the Al/Ti 60/40 coating were all superior to those of the other studied coatings. All 

data obtained from both SEM photographs and comparative trends show that the chip 

characteristics with the Al60Ti40 coated tool machining were improved. 
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Table 3.4. Results of the chip characteristic studies for different Al/Ti ratios coatings. 

Al/Ti 

ratio 

Chip 

thickness 

(mm) 

Tool-chip 

Contact 

Length 

(mm) 

Chip 

Compression 

Ratio - CCR 

Φ - 

Shear 

Angle (°) 

β - 

Friction 

Angle (°) 

ϒ - 

Shear 

Strain 

Chip 

Sliding 

Velocity 

(m/min) 

Friction 

Coefficient 

(µ) 

50/50 0.286 0.128 0.522 28.57 21.43 1.68 219.15 0.777 

60/40 0.266 0.098 0.562 30.47 19.53 1.53 235.88 0.676 

67/33 0.280 0.120 0.534 29.14 20.86 1.64 224.12 0.746 

70/30 0.281 0.126 0.531 29.02 20.98 1.65 223.10 0.752 

73/27 0.310 0.167 0.482 26.63 23.37 1.85 202.53 0.892 

 

Based on this analysis, both undersurface and shear band image (Fig. 3.11) 

confirmed that Al60Ti40 chip has the smoothest undersurface morphology. This 

illustrates that during the chip flow, the Al60Ti40 chip can be formed under a high shear 

level which improves chip development through accelerating the chip deformation 

process. Therefore, it can be concluded that the Al60Ti40 coated tool minimised friction 

and dramatically improved overall tool life (as shown in Fig. 3.6). 

3.4. Conclusions 

In this paper, five different compositions of arc PVD AlTiN coatings with different 

Al/Ti ratios (50/50, 60/40, 67/33, 70/30 and 73/27) were investigated during ultra-high 

speed machining (420 m/min) of stainless steel 304. It was found that superior tool life 

as well as tribological and wear performance were achieved by the Al60Ti40 coating 

whose Al content is well below the threshold composition required for the formation of 

the hexagonal wurtzite phase. In addition, the beneficial combination of hot hardness 

and mechanical properties of Al60Ti40 made it well suited for this application. As such, 

the following conclusions from this analysis can be drawn: 
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1. Analysis of wear performance showed that intensive crater wear has led to tool 

failure instead of regularly observed flank wear as a result of intense 

temperatures generated on the tool rake face under ultra-high cutting speeds, 

which causes diffusion and consequent intensive chemical wear. The Al60Ti40 

coated tool exhibited the longest tool life. 

2. An excess of Al composition in AlTiN coatings has led to a significant reduction 

of the hardness values from about 37 GPa to below 25 GPa. This in turn, 

resulted in poor performance of the AlTiN coatings with an Al/Ti ratio of 67/33, 

70/30 and 73/27 during ultra-high speed turning of adhesive material (high 

shear force and heat generation). 

3. Expected high oxidation resistance of the coating layer along with the high Al 

content (over 67) was not a decisive factor under the considered conditions. On 

the other hand, the optimal combination of superior substrate adhesion and 

high hardness, the Al60Ti40 coating rendered capable of stabilizing the worn 

area around the crater. Therefore, the crater’s depth could grow evenly with 

moderate flank wear, resulting in the longest tool life. 

4. Chip characterization of the Al/Ti 60/40 coating showed the smoothest chip 

undersurface with the lowest surface average. The uniformed lamellar shear 

band confirmed that this chip was formed by accelerating the deformation 

within the chip during the chip flow. This is an indication of a lower intensity 

of friction between the tool/chip interface being achieved by the enhanced 

mechanical properties of the Al60Ti40 coating. The superior tool life of this 

coating can be attributed to these properties. 

Based on the results of this turning test, the AlTiN coatings are suitable for ultra-
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high speed turning of stainless steel if an optimal compositional balance between 

hardness and adhesion is reached. 
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Abstract 

High-speed machining of austenitic stainless steel normally causes significant tool 

damage and generates reduced tool life. In this paper, five AlTiN PVD coatings with 

different Al/Ti atomic ratios (50/50, 60/40, 67/33, 70/30 and 73/27) which deposited on 

cemented carbide inserts were used to conduct high-speed of 370 m/min finish turning 

tests. The experiments were carried out under different cooling conditions (dry and wet) 

on SS304 to study the tribological behavior of the AlTiN coatings with different Al/Ti 

ratios and the effect of the coolant under such aggressive cutting conditions. During the 

experiments, tool life, cutting force, wear mechanism, friction condition and surface 

integrity of machined workpiece were investigated. Crater wear was found to be the 

predominant wear mode during the cutting test, while the complex combination of 

oxidation, abrasion/attrition, adhesion, and chipping contributed to the tool failure. 

Given the machining conditions proposed in this study, the results revealed that all 

coated inserts possessed an improved friction behavior in the wet cutting condition. 

Compared to the dry machining, all five coatings had exhibited 2-3 times longer tool 

life. The AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40), in particular, exhibited a cutting length of 

almost 7,000 m, compared to 1,000 m for the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 73/27). 

 

Keywords 

PVD coatings; Cutting tools; Micro-scale abrasion; Friction; Thermal effects; Surface 

topography. 
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4.1. Introduction 

The excellent corrosion resistance of austenitic stainless steels makes them ideal 

for chemical, mechanical and medical industrial applications [1]. However, due to their 

high Ni and Cr content, the machining of austenitic stainless steel tends to be carried 

out under excessive temperatures and cutting forces [2], and has a high tendency to 

produce work-hardening [3,4]. As a result of the workpiece material adhering to the tool 

cutting edge during cutting operations, the high cutting forces and temperatures 

generated normally lead to an unpredictable tool wear performance [5]. One of the most 

prevalently used materials for industrial cutting tool is cemented carbide (WC – Co). 

Inserts made from this material are resistant to the high temperatures and forces 

produced during traditional cutting operations [6]. AlTiN coatings are well known for 

their superior wear performance [7] and advanced oxidation resistance under high 

temperature conditions [8,9]. These metastable hard coatings generate an Al2O3 top 

layer during the machining process [10], which provides high oxidation resistance and 

thermal stability at temperatures in excess of 800 °C [11,12]. The amount of Al in AlTiN 

coatings tends to affect their mechanical properties and crystalline structure. As the 

concentration of Al in the AlTiN coating is increased, the transition from the cubic 

structure to the mixed cubic wurtzite structure takes place. A reduction of hardness 

occurs when the hexagonal AlN begins to predominate over the face-centered cubic TiN 

phase [13,14]. 

On the other hand, using cutting fluids during machining process were shown to 

have significant effects on the cutting tools’ lives since it is possible to reduce the 

temperature at the tool/workpiece interface in the cutting zone [15,16]. Also, the use of 

coolant could provide lubrication to tool and workpiece, which in turn leads to a longer 
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tool life [17]. Nevertheless, due to the problems such as environmental pollution, human 

health, and manufacturing costs, dry machining in some cases could be an optimal 

solution, to acquire acceptable machining accuracy [18–20]. However, it is difficult to 

determine the optimal cooling process for certain tool coatings and special workpiece 

materials, since machining with/without coolant always has their advantages and 

drawbacks [21]. 

There are some studies in the literature that concerns the optimization of cutting 

parameters [22], analysis of tool wear patterns and cutting insert treatments during 

machining of various stainless steels [20,23]. In addition, some researchers studied the 

wear mechanism of coated tools under low cutting speed conditions at a range of 100-

200 m/min [2,24]. However, there is no research regarding the high-speed machining 

(over 300 m/min) of stainless steels by AlTiN coated cemented carbide inserts, under 

wet and dry conditions. In addition to that, a fundamental tribological study is still 

needed to be performed in order to understand the tribological characteristics of AlTiN 

PVD coatings with different Al/Ti ratios under different cooling conditions during the 

high-speed turning of stainless steels. In this study, the authors provided a significant 

comprehension of the wear performance and the tribological behavior of the different 

AlTiN PVD coatings applied under harsh conditions. This is the major novelty 

presented in this work. In order to supplement the aforementioned research gaps, high-

speed turning (370 m/min) of austenitic stainless-steel grade 304 (SS304) under both 

wet and dry process conditions was conducted in this work. An AlTiN coating with five 

miscellaneous Al/Ti ratios (50/50, 60/40, 67/33, 70/30 and 73/27) was deposited on the 

cemented carbide (WC – Co) insert separately by an arc ion plating PVD method. The 

tool life curve and wear performance of different AlTiN coated tools were studied under 
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two separate cooling conditions, and the tribological characteristics were evaluated in 

terms of the properties of chip formation. Furthermore, the hardness and microstructure 

of chip cross-sections, as well as the surface integrity of the machined workpiece were 

assessed. This contributes to the study of the machinability of stainless steel 304. 

The aim of this study is to better understand the wear mechanism of AlTiN coated 

tools under wet and dry conditions during the high-speed turning of austenitic stainless 

steel. An analysis of tribological characteristics gives us an insight into the friction 

conditions between the cutting insert, the chip and the workpiece interfaces within the 

cutting zone. This is correlated with the tool wear performance and ultimately, the tool 

life. Moreover, a comparison of the five separate Al/Ti ratios in PVD AlTiN coatings 

provides a guideline for selecting coatings to be used in further industrial applications. 

4.2. Experimental procedure 

Five different PVD monolayer AlTiN coatings (with Al/Ti ratio of 50/50, 60/40, 

67/33, 70/30, and 73/27) were deposited on a cemented carbide (WC – 6 wt. % Co) 

substrate using the cathodic arc ion method. The coating deposition process included 

four stages as follows: heating, ion etching, depositing, and cooling. Argon ion etching 

was conducted to clean the substrate for 30 minutes at a -200 V bias voltage and a 0.2 

Pa pressure. During the deposition process, the temperature of the substrate was 500 °C, 

the nitrogen flow rate was 3.5 Pa and the deposition time was 3 hours. The turntable 

can provide up to threefold rotation of the substrates during PVD deposition. The final 

coating thickness was around 3-4 microns. All of the studied inserts were provided by 

Kennametal with an ISO catalog number CNGG120408FS and a K313 substrate grade. 

The basic coating/substrate properties are shown in Table 4.1 [25]. 
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Table 4.1. Properties of AlTiN coated inserts with five different Al/Ti ratios. 

AlTiN coated inserts Al/Ti=50/50 Al/Ti=60/40 Al/Ti=67/33 Al/Ti=70/30 Al/Ti=73/27 

Coating thickness (μm) 3.2 3.6 3.4 3.8 4.0 

Surface roughness (μm) 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.15 

Hardness (GPa) 37.4 35.2 29.8 26.7 23.7 

Cemented carbide Substrate 

Grain size (μm) 1.23 

Hardness (GPa) 22.8 

Density (g/cm3) 14.9 

 

High-speed turning tests were conducted on an austenitic stainless steel 304 bar, 

on Nakamura-Tome model SC-450, a high-precision CNC lathe. Cutting parameters are 

shown in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2. High-speed turning parameters. 

Cutting speed, v (m/min) 370 

Feed rate, f (mm/rev) 0.15 

Depth of cut (mm) 0.5 

Cutting operation Finish 

Cutting condition Wet (7 % semi-synthetic coolant) and Dry 

Workpiece material SS304 bar with Φ 150 mm and L 200 mm 

 

A LabVIEW professional development system (National Instruments, US) was 

used to collect cutting forces during the machining processes, whose sensor was 

connected to the tool holder in the lathe. All the cutting forces were collected during the 
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first pass, which provides a relatively stable environment for all of the inserts during 

the same cutting period cycle. 

3D and flank face optical images of the inserts were taken under a VHX-950F 

model digital optical microscope (Keyence, Japan) after each pass to catalogue the 

progress of tool wear. The wear depth on the insert flank face was examined and 

recorded by the same instrument until it reached 300 μm, which is a tool failure criterion, 

according to ISO 3685. 

The tool wear pattern and the chemical composition at the worn areas were 

determined after the tool failure. This was detected by a model 6610LV SEM (JEOL, 

Japan) and EDS (Oxford Instruments, UK). Volumes of tool wear and built-up-edge 

(BUE) adhering to the tool surface were identified under an Infinite Focus G5 white 

light interferometry microscope (Alicona, Austria). Laboratory Measurement Module 

was used to scan the worn tool geometry under 5x magnification and compare it with 

the new tool geometry. This process was able to generate 3D data and conduct 

quantitative differences analysis. The etching process was conducted to reveal the extent 

of cratering on the insert that was found by both SEM and Alicona microscopes. A 2:1 

liquid mixture of hydrochloric and nitric acids (HCL and HNO3) was used for the 

etching process. All of the worn inserts were put inside the container with this solution 

for around 20 min to remove the BUE. 

Chips cut by each tool were collected during the first pass to appraise the 

tribological characteristics at the tool/workpiece interface and to assess tool 

performance during high-speed turning operations. SEM (VEGA, Tescan) images 

depicted the general chip curl, the undersurface and morphology of the shear band, also 

the chip cross-section microstructure. In addition, a chip cross-section analysis was 
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conducted to determine the micro-hardness, chip thickness and to obtain relevant 

numerical data. Chips were mounted vertically in epoxy resin and polished by an auto-

polisher which used #1200 and #2400 SiC sandpaper, followed by water-free 9 μm, 6 

μm, 3 μm and 1 μm diamond grinding suspension. Kalling's 2 reagent was used to etch 

the chip cross-section. A nano-indentation tester (NHT3, Anton Paar) paired with a 

Vickers indenter was used to measure the micro-hardness of the chip cross-section. A 

maximum linear load of 5 mN, with a loading/unloading rate of 10 mN/min and a 5 

second creep time was applied. An average of the hardness measurements on the tip, 

middle and edge of the chips was obtained, respectively. 

Finally, a surface integrity study was conducted on the machined workpiece after 

the first turning path. Surface topography and average roughness are the two important 

indices to characterize the surface integrity of the machined SS304. The length of the 

sample was 10 mm on the SS304 bar for each cutting tool and cooling condition. The 

Alicona microscope was also used to measure the machined workpiece surface average 

roughness and to show the surface texture. SEM (VEGA, Tescan) was used to identify 

the workpiece surface topography. The area of the examined workpiece material was a 

3 mm x 3 mm square, with a data accuracy of 95 percent. 

4.3. Results and discussion 

4.3.1. High-speed cutting tests 

Fig. 4.1 depicts the tool life curve with the growth of flank wear during the turning 

tests in wet and dry conditions. The tool wear pattern at the end of life can be viewed in 

the Alicona 3D image. In general, all AlTiN PVD coated tools underwent a catastrophic 

failure, and the wear mechanism was identified to be a combination of abrasion, attrition 

and adhesion with an intensive formation of BUE. The latter ended up causing chipping 
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on the tool flank face [26], as can be seen in the Alicona image. The AlTiN coated insert 

(Al/Ti = 60/40) exhibited the maximum tool life in both cutting conditions, whereas the 

AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 73/27) featured the worst wear performance. A favorable 

balance between mechanical properties and chemical composition of the AlTiN coating 

(Al/Ti = 60/40) is considered to be the main reason for its superior wear resistance under 

the intense temperatures of high-speed machining, which had resulted in the longest 

tool life [25]. 

Another important observation is that all of the coated tools experienced a 

significant improvement in cutting length in the wet condition during machining, of at 

least twice as long as in the dry condition. It is worth noting that the AlTiN coated insert 

(Al/Ti = 60/40) featured the longest tool life in either case: a cutting length of almost 

7,000 m with coolant and around 2,500 m without. 
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Fig. 4.1. The cutting length curve and Alicona 3D images of worn inserts (at the end of tool life) 

coated with AlTiN coatings with five different Al/Ti ratios. Performance tests were performed 

under a) wet and b) dry conditions. 

 

The cutting forces experienced by inserts coated with AlTiN coatings with five 

different Al/Ti atomic ratios and performed under wet and dry conditions are shown in 

Fig. 4.2. In general, the cutting forces under the dry condition were lower than those 

under the wet condition. During dry machining, temperature generated at the cutting 

zone was higher than in the wet condition. In this case, an Al2O3 layer had rapidly 

formed to protect the tool, which stabilized the cutting environment during the first pass 

[12,27] and resulted in a relatively lower cutting force. 

 In addition, the lowest cutting force exhibited by the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 

60/40) could be partially attributed to its stable chemical composition which provided 

a balance of hot hardness and oxidation resistance. By the time the coating begins to 

deform under the high temperature and heavy load, the accumulation of material has 
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altered the metal flow during cutting, accelerating the BUE formation [28] and thereby 

directly affecting the cutting force [29,30]. The preferable balance of the AlTiN (Al/Ti 

= 60/40) coating system's mechanical properties contributed to a reduction of BUE 

formation as well as the cutting force value. 

 

 

Fig. 4.2. The cutting force of AlTiN coated inserts with five different Al/Ti ratios during the first 

pass under wet and dry conditions. 

 

4.3.2. Tool wear mechanism 

Optical images of the tool wear progress in Fig. 4.3 help provide a better 

understanding of tool performance under the two different cutting conditions. In both 

cases, crater wear had occurred first on the rake face of each tool and then proceeded to 

grow in dimensions. The crater wear was identified as the predominant wear mode 

during the turning process. This is because, under high cutting speed, the temperature 

generated at the cutting zone was high, as Al was a highly active element, it was very 

easy to react with oxygen forming Al2O3 oxide layer at elevated temperature, which 
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caused oxidation and diffusion, leading to crater wear [31]. As crater wear grew, 

substrate exposure caused diffusion of the Co binder, which was thermal softening 

effect by reason of the excessive temperature at the cutting zone [32]. The hard particles 

form the substrate accelerated abrasion wear, leading to tool failure (as shown in Fig. 

4.1). This was also observed in [25]. 

 

 

Fig. 4.3. 3D Optical images showing the wear progress of AlTiN coated inserts with five different 

Al/Ti ratios under a) wet and b) dry conditions. 

 

Fig. 4.4 shows the SEM images of five worn AlTiN coated inserts at the end of 

their tool life. The performance tests were conducted under wet and dry conditions. The 

tool failure wear mode was considered as a complex combination of the following wear 
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mechanism: abrasion, attrition, and oxidation, which in turn caused BUE formation, 

crater wear and substrate exposure. The combined tool failure wear patterns of high-

speed SS304 turning were also observed during the ultra-high speed finishing process 

in Ref. [25]. Under such high-speed machining conditions of austenitic stainless steel, 

intense heat generated at the cutting zone as well as the heavy load affect the material 

deformation, promote various interactions between the workpiece, chip and cutting 

insert and ultimately result in a complicated wear mechanism. Although crater wear can 

be clearly observed on each of the five tools, the AlTiN coated inserts (Al/Ti = 50/50 

and 73/27) featured a more intensive BUE, which had led to chipping on the tool edge. 

The unstable attrition wear contributed to the workpiece adhesion that caused extreme 

BUE formation when austenitic stainless steel was machined [27]. The main cause of 

this can be found in the mechanical properties of the coating system. The microstructure 

and mechanical properties of AlTiN coatings with five different Al/Ti ratios have been 

explored in considerable detail in our previous study [25]. The low wear resistance of 

the AlTiN coating (Al/Ti = 73/27) can be attributed to the softness and ductility 

provided by its greater Al content, which also reduced its adhesion to the substrate. This 

composition, however, cannot support a high load during machining as evidenced by 

coating detachment following BUE and chipping. Conversely, although the AlTiN 

coating (Al/Ti = 50/50) had a relatively high hardness to resist heavy loads, the 

brittleness of this hard material also causes BUE formation in some cases. In either 

situation, the severe BUE that formed had caused the coating to detach, which then 

resulted in chipping and consequent tool failure. The resulting chipping and tool failure 

were not favourable for high-speed machining. 

The rest of the coatings however, featured relatively stable crater patterns on the 
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rake faces at the end of tool life. The chemical compositions as well as mechanical 

properties of the coating system were considered as somewhat balance that impacted 

the tool wear and oxidation resistance, which would provide a longer tool life under 

such high-speed machining process. 
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Fig. 4.4. SEM images of the failure wear patterns of the AlTiN coated inserts with five different 

Al/Ti ratios under wet and dry conditions. 

 

The EDS element maps in Fig. 4.5 depicts the workpiece material adhesion at the 

end of tool life. The Al signal shows that the coating layer remained on the tool surface, 

whereas W, highlighted in yellow, indicates substrate exposure. According to the 

literature [33,34], the occurrence of W indicated the transition from combined diffusion-

adhesion to diffusion wear mechanism. Due to the high temperature in the contact zone, 

plastic deformation happened to be conducive diffusion of components between the 

cutting insert and workpiece material. This is also partially confirmed by the wear mode 

shown in Fig. 4.4 (BUE and substrate exposure). In addition, the presence of Fe and Cr 

signals indicate that workpiece material (SS304) adhered to the tool rake/flank face, 
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causing BUE formation [35]. This clearly demonstrates that AlTiN coated inserts (Al/Ti 

= 50/50 and 73/27) experienced a large amount of BUE formation which resulted in 

chipping and tool substrate exposure (along with consequent tool failure). Furthermore, 

the Fe/Cr signal prevailing over the W signal on the tool rake faces indicates that 

substrate exposure was quickly covered by the workpiece material during machining, 

which can be clearly corroborated by the experimental results shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 

4.3. 
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Fig. 4.5. EDS image identifying the chemical elements of AlTiN coated inserts with five different 

Al/Ti ratios at the end of tool life under the a) wet and b) dry conditions. 

 

The wear volume (below the reference plane) and BUE volume (above the 

reference plane) of the worn tools at the end of cutting process are shown in Fig. 4.6. 

With an accuracy of 95 %, the maximum and minimum deviations from the unused 

reference tool obtained by Alicona from 3D tool wear were quantitatively evaluated. 

The AlTiN coated inserts (Al/Ti = 50/50 and 73/27) exhibit the largest deviation in either 

of the two figures, which confirms that these two tools presented the most intense BUE, 
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and then it peeled off with the coating causing chipping and substrate exposure, in turn 

leading to severe tool wear. In addition, it is worth noting that most tools featured a 

greater adhesive BUE volume in the dry condition rather than in the wet condition, 

which could be partially explained by higher temperatures concentrated at the cutting 

zone in absence of coolant, which promotes material deformation and results in 

significant BUE formation. 

Differently, the AlTiN coated inserts (Al/Ti = 60/40 and 67/33) had relatively less 

BUE and wear at the end of the cutting operation. This could be attributed to their stable 

chemical composition and microstructure which ensured better hot hardness and 

oxidation resistance. 

 

 

Fig. 4.6. Tool wear volume and BUE volume data of AlTiN coated inserts with five different Al/Ti 

ratios after machining under wet and dry conditions. 

 

4.3.3. Tribological characteristics 

Chip analysis is one of the most essential methods of determining the tribological 

characteristics during the high-speed turning process. Chip flow can be used to evaluate 

the friction circumstances at the workpiece-tool-chip interface, since the workpiece 
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material is in direct contact with the cutting tool and is deformed to generate chips 

during machining [36]. Table 4.3 shows the chip thickness, tool-chip contact length 

(tccl), chip compression ratio (ccr), friction angle and friction coefficient data. The 

original chip thickness data was measured on the chip cross-section from the average 

of 20 positions. The chip compression ratio (ccr), shear angle and friction coefficient 

were the most important parameters considered in this study. In general, chips collected 

under the wet condition exhibited better results than the ones obtained under the dry 

condition (a higher chip compression ratio nearer to 1, a larger shear angle towards 45° 

and a lower friction coefficient below 1). Furthermore, the chip produced by the AlTiN 

coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) performed best in both wet and dry cutting tests, whereas 

the chip produced by the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 73/27) featured the worst friction 

condition during machining. It should be remarked that the chip produced by the AlTiN 

coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) exhibited the significantly lowest friction coefficient 

(below 0.3) in the wet condition, indicating its recommended use for the high-speed 

turning of SS304. 
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Table 4.3. A summary of chip characterization data for AlTiN coatings with five different Al/Ti 

ratios under wet and dry conditions. 

Al/Ti 

ratio 

Cutting 

condition 

Chip 

thickness 

(μm) 

Tool-chip 

Contact 

Length 

(μm) 

Chip 

Compression 

Ratio - CCR 

Φ - 

Shear 

Angle 

(°) 

β - 

Friction 

Angle (°) 

ϒ - 

Shear 

Strain 

Chip 

Sliding 

Velocity 

(m/min) 

Friction 

Coefficient 

(µ) 

50/50 

Wet 

282 165 0.53 29.0 21.0 1.65 196.1 0.76 

60/40 190 122 0.79 40.1 9.9 0.97 291.1 0.26 

67/33 281 164 0.53 29.1 21.0 1.64 196.8 0.75 

70/30 254 164 0.59 31.7 18.3 1.45 217.7 0.62 

73/27 306 182 0.49 26.9 23.1 1.83 180.6 0.87 

50/50 

Dry 

298 171 0.50 27.5 22.5 1.77 185.3 0.84 

60/40 246 131 0.61 32.5 17.5 1.39 224.4 0.57 

67/33 301 166 0.49 27.3 22.7 1.79 183.7 0.85 

70/30 273 168 0.55 29.8 20.2 1.59 202.5 0.71 

73/27 311 188 0.48 26.5 23.5 1.86 177.7 0.89 

 

Fig. 4.7 shows the trends of tool-chip contact length (tccl), chip sliding velocity, 

friction coefficient μ and specific cutting energy. The tool-chip contact length and chip 

sliding velocity were determined by the friction condition during the cutting tests. Due 

to its short tool-chip contact length, the chip cut by the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 

60/40) was more deformed and had a greater curl compared to other chips. This means 

that the chip flow had a higher velocity and reduced period of contact with the tool. 

Instead of sticking to the tool, the chips flowed smoothly, which further reduced the 

wear-based friction on the tool rake face, thereby improving the overall tool 

performance. 

Cutting forces were collected during the first pass of all the cutting tests to 

determine the specific cutting energy, which is defined as the total energy required to 

cut a unit volume of material from the workpiece [37]. It is one of the most fundamental 
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aspects of understanding the tribological characteristics at the tool-chip-workpiece 

interface [37,38]. Fig. 4.7 shows the specific cutting energy of AlTiN coated inserts with 

five different Al/Ti ratios under wet and dry cutting conditions. Unlike other data trends, 

the specific cutting energy of these tools in the dry condition was lower than those in 

the wet condition. This could be explained by the lower cutting forces in the dry 

condition during the first pass. The temperature was extremely high during dry cutting, 

which facilitated the formation of an oxidation layer on the surface of the cutting insert 

[39,40]. This oxidation coating layer lubricated the interface between the cutting tool 

and the workpiece, making the cutting process more stable and smoother, thereby 

reducing the specific cutting energy. In this study, although the AlTiN coating (Al/Ti = 

73/27) was expected to generate the most Al-Oxide layers due to its greater Al content, 

the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) was found to instead have the lowest cutting 

forces and required the least energy to cut the unit material. This phenomenon can be 

explained by the AlTiN (Al/Ti = 60/40) coating’s favorable balance of mechanical 

properties and microstructure [25]. 
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Fig. 4.7. Tribological characteristics at the tool/chip interface under wet and dry conditions based 

on chip analysis: tool-chip contact length, chip sliding velocity, friction coefficient, and specific 

cutting energy. 

 

Apart from the above quantitative analyses, SEM images had also described the 

friction process at the tool-chip-workpiece contact zone during the high-speed turning 

of SS304. Fig. 4.8 shows the general curl, undersurface and shear band morphology of 

the chips cut by AlTiN coatings with five different Al/Ti ratios under both wet and dry 

conditions. It can be seen that the chip produced by the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 

60/40) featured the greatest degree of curl compared with other chips under each 

condition. Furthermore, some chips such as the chips produced by the AlTiN coated 

insert (Al/Ti = 50/50 and 70/30) exhibited varying degrees of irregular curls. As can be 

seen in the image of its undersurface, the chip produced by the AlTiN coated insert 
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(Al/Ti = 60/40) had a relatively smooth morphology compared with other chips, which 

exhibited a greater amount of rough crease marks. This means that the chip produced 

by the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) smoothly flowed over the tool-chip interface, 

generating low friction and adhesion, whereas chips produced by the other coating 

compositions tended to stick to the tool, causing tearing and growth of friction [27]. All 

chips produced under the wet condition featured a better undersurface than the ones 

produced under the dry condition, as indicated by the difference in the number of 

evident tear marks on the chips. The liquid coolant had not only provided lubrication 

between the chip and the tool, but also reduced the temperature during high-speed 

machining [41]. In this case, the chips were not heavily intercepted at the tool-chip 

interface and to some extent, they were capable of being quickly flushed out from the 

tool-chip-workpiece interface under coolant pressure. 

The chip shear bands in Fig. 4.8 reveal the chip flow and shear deformation of the 

material. For the chips produced by the AlTiN coated inserts (Al/Ti = 50/50, 67/33, 

70/30 and 73/27), not only was the spacing between the segments different, but the 

deformed directions were also inconsistent. The shear bands of these chips showed clear 

marks which prevented fluent deformation in Fig. 4.8. In other words, the friction at the 

tool-chip interface was extremely high and the chip was incapable of smoothly sliding 

during the machining process. Conversely, the shear band (in both wet and dry 

conditions) of the chips produced by the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) 

demonstrated a much more regular slice structure and a uniform interval between the 

adjacent segments. Although all chips featured cracks on different levels, the chip 

produced by the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) had the smallest and fewest marks 

due to the low friction and high sliding velocity (also correspond Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.7). 
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This was the result of a combination of the mechanical properties and chemical 

composition of this coating, which was also reported in [25]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.8. SEM image of chip general position, chip undersurface, and chip shear band for AlTiN 

coatings with five different Al/Ti ratios under wet and dry conditions. 
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Based on the above tribological analysis, the friction condition at the interface of 

the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti =60/40) and SS304 workpiece material was the mildest 

in both wet and dry conditions. With the addition of coolant, this coated tool produced 

chips with a high sliding velocity and compression ratio, resulting in a high level of 

deformation. This kind of chip generation benefited from the insert coating's 

microstructure and mechanical properties [25], leading to the least amount of wear on 

the tool rake/flank face and the longest tool life out of all the tested coating compositions. 

4.3.4. The studies of the chip cross section and the workpiece surface 

integrity 

As previously discussed, AlTiN coated inserts (Al/Ti = 50/50, 67/33, and 70/30) 

had a relatively similar performance and chip characteristics throughout the tool life test. 

The AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 50/50) was selected to explore the chip cross-section 

and workpiece surface integrity study since this chemical composition is commonly 

used in industrial applications. In addition, the AlTiN coated inserts (Al/Ti = 60/40 and 

73/27) were chosen as well since they exhibited the longest and shortest tool life. 

A chip cross-section study is helpful in understanding the material deformation 

mechanism which occurs in the primary deformation zone [42,43]. Saw-tooth chips 

were formed in this experiment, as shown in Fig. 4.9. The formation of this type of 

serrated chip is attributed to thermally assisted deformation due to the high temperatures 

of high-speed turning as confirmed in [42]. Hardness tests on the edge, middle and tip 

of the chip cross-section were conducted to identify the extent of strain-hardening. The 

results were obtained from the average hardness of three points on various chip samples, 

respectively. Fig. 4.9 shows the hardness measurements at different testing points at 

specific distances from the tool-chip interface. The hardness increased from the edge to 
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the tip throughout the primary shear zone of all the chips, which confirmed the strain-

hardening effect. During high-speed turning of SS304, plastic deformation occurred due 

to metal flow at the tool-chip contact surface [35]. Chips produced in the wet condition 

generally performed better than those in the dry condition due to their significant 

variation in hardness from the edge to the tip. This can be explained by the accelerated 

metal flow and strain plastic deformation induced into the chip [35]. The presence of 

coolant reduced friction between the tool and the chip and accelerated the metal flow. 

In this case, chips under the wet condition were generated with a higher sliding velocity 

and therefore intensity strengthening presented within them. 

When focusing on the hardness trend on the chips that produced under the wet 

condition, it can be seen the chip produced by the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) 

had the highest hardness which measured on the chip cross-section. This was attributed 

to its lowest friction angle and greater chip compression ratio (ccr) compared with the 

other chips (as shown in Table 4.3). During the high-speed turning process, shear stress 

induced different lattice stretching in the workpiece material, corresponding to various 

chip formation characteristics [35], and this was expressed in diverse cross-sectional 

hardness. Results confirmed severe plastic deformation in the chips produced by the 

AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) in the wet condition, which accounts for their 

curliest shape and outstanding formation characteristics. The optimal mechanical 

properties and chemical composition of the AlTiN coating (Al/Ti = 60/40) are the chief 

reasons for its superior performance. 
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Fig. 4.9. Hardness on the cross-section of chips produced with inserts coated with different AlTiN 

coatings; the performance tests were conducted under wet and dry conditions. 

 

Fig. 4.10 shows the cross-sectional SEM images of chip microstructures; the chips 

were produced by inserts protected with different AlTiN coatings, while the 

performance tests were conducted under wet and dry conditions. Plastic deformation is 

considered to promote phase transformation [44], which normally can be observed in 

stainless steel [45]. This heterogeneous region was recognized as strain-induced 

martensite. The chips generated under dry condition overall showed more and apparent 

marks which indicates the SS304 material squeezed together and impede the chip flow 

during the machining. Those results can be also proved by the cross-section hardness 

tests presented in Fig. 4.9. Furthermore, the chip produced by the AlTiN coated insert 

(Al/Ti = 60/40) demonstrated a significant smooth and uniform pattern of the metal flow, 

especially for that cut in the wet condition. This correlated to the previous analysis of 

chip characteristics, evidently proved to be the best results generated from the AlTiN 

coating with the Al/Ti ratio of 60/40. 
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Fig. 4.10. Cross-sectional SEM image of chip microstructures; the chips were produced by 

different AlTiN coated inserts under wet and dry cutting conditions. 

 

The surface integrity of the machined SS304 workpiece in this paper was analyzed 

through a study of workpiece surface morphology and surface average roughness. The 

SEM and Alicona images of the SS304 surface are shown in Fig. 4.11. All of the studied 

inserts generated a higher surface roughness on the SS304 workpiece material in the 

dry cutting condition than in the wet condition, which can be attributed to the change 

of friction conditions at the chip-tool-workpiece contact zone. The application of 

coolant during the cutting process reduced friction [46] and further improved the surface 

roughness of the machined workpiece. Moreover, the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) 

featured the best performance out of all the studied tools since the machined workpiece 

had the lowest Sa under both cooling conditions. The surface generated by the AlTiN 

coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) was generally smooth with minimum visible cracks and/or 
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adhesion marks. Conversely, the sliding and adhesion of chips on the workpiece surface 

machined by the AlTiN coated inserts (Al/Ti = 50/50 and 73/27) were one of the reasons 

for its high surface roughness. This was also closely linked to the chip undersurface 

morphology due to the presence of tearing and sticking marks on the chips shown in 

Fig. 4.8. During high-speed machining, the workpiece material had adhered to the tool, 

causing continuous growth of BUE until chips began to detach from the workpiece, 

which contributed to the latter’s surface roughness [47,48]. Consequently, it affected 

the surface integrity of the machined workpiece. Furthermore, the BUE cannot sustain 

the heavy loads that taking place in the cutting zone, and naturally the BUE will flake 

off, resulting in the chipping. As a consequence of this phenomenon, the surface 

roughness was not favorable due to the melting of chips on the workpiece. This 

occasionally was observed when chipping had occurred on the AlTiN coated inserts 

(Al/Ti = 50/50 and 73/27). The relationship between tool wear performance and the 

surface integrity of the machined workpiece material was described in [49] as well. 
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Fig. 4.11. Surface integrity results of SS304 cut with AlTiN coated inserts (Al/Ti = 50/50, 60/40, 

and 73/27) under wet and dry conditions. 

 

4.4. Conclusions 

This work presents a comprehensive study of wear behavior and tribological 

performance of AlTiN PVD coated inserts with five different Al/Ti ratios for high-speed 
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turning (370 m/min) of SS304 under harsh cutting conditions. Based on the 

experimental findings and detailed discussion, the following conclusions can be given: 

i. Tool life results showed that all the inserts performed better in the presence of 

coolant for high-speed machining of SS304, with an extended cutting length 

by 2-3 times. Among them, the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) possessed 

the longest tool life of 7,000 m under the wet condition, and 2,500 m under 

the dry condition. Crater wear was confirmed to be dominant wear mode, in 

combination with BUE and chipping that contributed to the tool failure. 

ii. Chip characteristics analysis revealed that the friction at the cutting zone was 

generally lower with the use of a coolant, but the coating systems had reduced 

the cutting forces under dry turning thanks to the formation of alumina at the 

first stage of the cutting process. The most rapid sliding velocity and the 

smoothest metal flow was observed in chips generated by the AlTiN coated 

insert (Al/Ti = 60/40). 

iii. SS304 machined with the AlTiN coated insert (Al/Ti = 60/40) in the wet 

condition produced the best surface integrity, as corroborated by the minimum 

friction present at the tool-chip-workpiece interface. The optimal balance 

between the mechanical properties and chemical composition of this coating 

are the main reasons for this favorable outcome. 
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Abstract 

In this study, a novel bi-layer AlTiN PVD coating was deposited on a tungsten carbide 

substrate. The bi-layer coating, with a total thickness of 3.5 microns consists of a 1.0 

μm Al60Ti40N top layer and a 2.5 μm Al50Ti50N sublayer. Monolayer Al60Ti40N and 

Al50Ti50N coatings (each around 3.5 μm) were used as benchmarks. All the studied 

coatings were deposited by an industrial cathodic arc PVD coater. The ultra-high-speed 

finish turning of austenitic stainless steel 304 (SS304) was performed under a cutting 

speed of 420 m/min. The coatings’ mechanical properties (hardness, elastic modulus, 

toughness, and adhesion) were evaluated using nano-indentation and scratch methods. 

The obtained data illustrated the influence of the mechanical properties of the coatings 

on tool wear performance. Cutting tests showed that the longest tool life was achieved 

by the bi-layer coated tool. Wear morphology studies had revealed that a combination 

of oxidation/diffusion wear mechanisms resulted in cratering whereas abrasion/attrition 

led to flank wear. An investigation of tribological characteristics had shown that the bi-

layer coated tool produced improved chips. This indicates an optimal frictional 

condition at the cutting zone. Finally, a chip cross-section analysis was performed to 

verify the microstructure variations and work-hardening effect in the chips. 

 

Keywords 

Bi-layer AlTiN PVD coating; Multi-functionality; Al/Ti ratio; Ultra-high-speed turning; 

Wear performance; Tribological characteristics. 
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5.1. Introduction 

Austenitic stainless steel 304 (SS304) is commonly used as a workpiece material 

for many applications including aerospace, vehicle accessories, medical equipment and 

ship parts [1]. This material has a beneficial combination of corrosion resistance and 

mechanical properties as a result of its chemical composition. The steel has high 

chromium (Cr) and nickel (Ni) content. In addition to the corrosion resistance provided 

by Cr, the heat resistance of Ni is responsible for the low thermal conductivity of this 

material [2,3]. This makes SS304 difficult to machine due to the concentration of heat 

flow within the cutting zone [4–6]. New generations of PVD coatings have been 

developed to improve the cutting process [7,8]. The major characteristics that these new 

coatings need to possess are a low friction coefficient during cutting as well as the 

ability to sustain the high temperatures and loads present at the cutting zone [9,10]. 

Therefore, PVD AlTiN coatings present a potent alternative to address the 

aforementioned issues on account of their high oxidation and wear resistance [11–14]. 

Nevertheless, the right balance between Al/Ti needs to be strictly determined to 

guarantee that the coating system can withstand the issues that manifest during cutting 

[15,16]. In our previous study, five different compositions of a monolayer AlTiN PVD 

coating with various Al/Ti ratios (73/27, 70/30, 67/33, 50/50, and 60/40) were 

investigated during the high-speed turning of SS304. A coated insert with an Al/Ti ratio 

of 60/40 was found to have the best balance of tribological and mechanical properties, 

which consequently resulted in the longest tool life [17]. 

However, our previous study had also shown that addressing the various wear 

mechanisms during the cutting of SS304 which result in different wear patterns (such 

as flank wear and crater wear), would require a multifunctional coating layer. Some of 
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the monolayers, such as Al50Ti50N have improved hardness and loading support, 

combined with high adhesion to the substrate, others have better tribological 

characteristics, such as Al60Ti40N. None of the studied monolayer AlTiN coatings with 

various Al/Ti ratios were capable of fully addressing the observed wear mechanisms. In 

the present research, this has been achieved through the combination of an Al50Ti50N 

under layer and an Al60Ti40N upper layer in a corresponding bilayer coating. 

5.2. Experimental procedure 

AlTiN coatings were deposited by an industrial scale PVD method (a cathodic arc 

ion plating system), equipped with four circular-shaped evaporators. Cemented carbide 

(WC with 6 wt. % Co binder) was used in this study as the substrate. To deposit 

monolayer coatings with different Al contents, source materials with two different Al/Ti 

ratios (Al50Ti50N and Al60Ti40N) were used. The whole PVD cycle included heating, 

plasma etching, coating and cooling. All the substrates underwent plasma etching before 

deposition, which supplied Ar ions at a bias voltage of -200 V with a pressure of 0.2 Pa 

for half an hour. During the deposition, the chamber was kept under a constant 

temperature of 500 °C. A pressure of 3.5 Pa was maintained by controlling the Nitrogen 

flow rate. No additional noble gas was used. The deposition time was around 3 h. 

Residual stress of the coating surface was measured by the X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

technique, on the top surface of each coating. Set up parameters were as following: the 

target was Ti (Kα avg 2.7497 Å), under the target power of 30kV and 20 mA; X-Ray 

Elastic Constant was 12,200 ksi, and Bragg Angle (2θ) was 80º. The crystallographic 

plane in this measurement was {200}. 

Cutting tool inserts with the code CNGG120408-FS (Kennametal, substrate K313) 

were used for ultra-high-speed, single point turning tests. All the inserts were performed 
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edge preparation following the industrial standard parameters, without other special 

edge preparation that might affect experimental results. The workpiece material in this 

work was an austenitic stainless steel 304 round bar (150 mm diameter and 200 mm 

length). Table 5.1 summarizes the chemical composition and mechanical properties of 

this material. 

 

Table 5.1. The chemical composition and basic mechanical properties of SS304 [18] 

Element Cr Ni Mn Si N C P S Fe 

Weight (%) 18 - 

20 

8 - 10.5 < 2 < 0.75 < 0.1 < 0.08 < 0.045 < 0.03 Balance 

Yield strength 

(MPa) 

Tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(% in 50 

mm) 

Rockwell B hardness 

(HR B) max 

Brinell hardness 

(HB) max 

205 515 40 92 201 

 

All cutting tests were performed on a high precision CNC lathe (Nakamura Tome 

SC 450). The turning parameters were: 420 m/min speed, 0.15 mm/rev feed rate and 

0.5 mm depth of cut. The cutting fluid was a semi-synthetic coolant with a concentration 

of 5 %. These cutting conditions were the same as in the authors’ previous study. The 

cutting forces were measured by a LabVIEW professional development system. The 

tool life criterion (ISO 3685) in this work was set as maximum flank wear of 0.3 mm. 

A digital optical microscope (Keyence, Japan) was used to investigate the progressive 

tool wear, thereby evaluating the wear performance of the cutting tools during the 

turning process. Using ANOVA analysis, the wear data had been acquired from an 

average of three tests for each variant, which led to a data set error of 5 %. 

The micro-mechanical characteristics (hardness and elastic modulus) of the 
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coatings were measured by a nano-indentation test (NHT3, Anton Paar). The standard 

procedure was based on Oliver–Pharr method (ISO 14577), which was a typical 

loading-unloading experiment. The applied load during the tests was 20 mN using 

Vickers indenter geometry. To collect enough data, an 8 x 5 indentation matrix was used 

in this measurement. An average of the obtained indentation values was used to assess 

the hardness and elastic modulus of the coatings. Scratch experiments were carried out 

by a scratch tester (Revetest, Anton Paar) to investigate the adhesion of the coatings to 

the WC substrate. This was conducted under an increasing load from 0.5 to 100 N, with 

a total distance of 3 mm on the track. A Rockwell diamond indenter with a radius of 200 

μm was used. Moreover, the same scratch tester equipped with a Vickers indenter was 

also used for the toughness measurement of the coatings. This was based on the 

Palmqvist toughness test method (ISO 28079:2009). The load for this test was a 

constant 150 N, applied at a single point. Three repeated tests were performed for each 

coating for both the adhesion and toughness studies. The crack length at the corners of 

the indentations was used to calculate the toughness value. 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) coupled with energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) (VEGA, Tescan) was used to analyze the coating/substrate system 

and the tool wear mechanism. A 3D confocal microscope (Infinity Focus G, Alicona) 

measured the adhesion (built-up-edge, BUE) and wear volume of the failed inserts. 

Inserts at the end of tool life were 3D scanned to measure the volume of BUE adhered 

during the machining. Subsequently, they were cleaned through an etching process in 

order to determine the actual wear areas. The etching solution for this process was aqua 

regia, which was HCl and HNO3 with a volume ratio of 3:1. The Alicona instrument 

was also used to measure the coating and chip surface average (Sa). The chip formation 
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characteristics were studied to assess the tribological condition of the tool, chip, and 

workpiece contact surfaces. The chip undersurfaces, shear band and cross-section 

microstructures were observed by a SEM (VEGA, Tescan). A Kalling's No.2 reagent 

was used for the etching process specifically prepared for this test. A chip cross section 

hardness test was conducted by a nano-indentation tester (NHT3, Anton Paar), with the 

linear load set to be 5 mN and a loading/unloading rate of 10 mN/min. All of the above 

numerical tests were conducted at least 3 times, with the average of each result recorded 

with an accuracy of 95 %. 

5.3. Results and discussion 

5.3.1. Substrate and coating characterizations 

The SEM image of the cross-section of the coating/substrate system is shown in 

Fig. 5.1. The total thickness of each coating was around 3 to 3.5 microns. The thickness 

of the Al60Ti40N top layer in the bi-layer coating was 1 μm and that of the Al50Ti50N 

sublayer was around 2.5 μm. The chemical composition was detected to confirm the 

atomic ratio of Al/Ti in all three coatings. The cutting tool substrate used in this study 

was a micro-grain cemented carbide (ISO M5-M10 grade) containing 94 wt. % of hard 

WC grains and 6 wt. % of soft Co binder in the phase [19]. The grain size of the substrate 

was 1.225 μm. Usually, fine grain size of WC (between 0.8 μm to 1.3 μm) [20] has 

beneficial impact on the mechanical properties of the cutting tool by improving the 

abrasion resistance of the carbide and chipping wear of the cutting edges [21]. 
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Fig. 5.1. Cross-section microstructure and chemical composition of three coatings. 

 

The physical and mechanical properties of the studied PVD coatings are given in 

Table 5.2. The Al50Ti50N coating had the highest hardness and elastic modulus on 

account of its high degree of crystallinity with the cubic phase [17]. The Al60Ti40N 

coating exhibited the highest toughness, followed by the Al50Ti50N coating. At higher 

Al concentrations, the coatings possessed greater ductility and elastic deformation. This 

observation accorded with the hardness/elastic modulus tests. On the other hand, the 

hardness and elastic modulus of the Al/Ti 60/40+50/50 bi-layer coating was between 

those of the two component monolayers, indicating the beneficial combination of its 

mechanical properties. The bi-layer coating featured elevated hardness from the 

supporting Al50Ti50N coating and improved toughness of the upper Al60Ti40N layer. 

The compressive residual stress of Al60Ti40N coating was lower than that of 

Al50Ti50N coating, as shown in Table 5.2. This was affected by the deposition 

parameters such as temperature, pressure, bias voltage, and deposition time [22]. Also, 

the composition of the coating layer contributed to this result. Since the amount of Al 

and Ti differ, the stability of the cubic AlTiN phase, given the different quantity of atoms 

of Al also influenced the residual stress. The bi-layer coating obtained almost the same 

residual stress as the Al60Ti40N coating since the top layer chemical composition was 
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the same as the Al60Ti40N coating surface. 

 

Table 5.2. Physical and mechanical properties of three AlTiN PVD coatings. 

PVD coatings Bi-layer Al/Ti 50/50 Al/Ti 60/40 

LC1 (N) 

LC2 (N) 

59.2±0.30 

69.9±0.35 

47.3±0.24 

54.1±0.27 

45.8±0.23 

53.7±0.27 

Hardness (GPa) 36.4±1.82 37.4±1.87 35.2±1.76 

Elastic modulus (GPa) 638.9±32 663.2±33 592.9±27 

H/E 0.057 0.056 0.059 

Toughness (N/μm) 1.86±0.093 1.74±0.087 1.95±0.097 

Residual stress (MPa) -1651±40 -2853±124 -1632±39 

Surface average, Sa (μm) 0.23±0.011 0.14±0.007 0.17±0.009 

 

Scratch testing was performed to evaluate the adhesion of the coatings to the 

substrate. As can be seen in Table 5.2, the Al50Ti50N and Al60Ti40N monolayers had 

relatively similar critical loads in both Lc1 and Lc2. However, the bi-layer Al/Ti 

60/40+50/50 coating had a significantly greater critical load due to the microstructure 

of the coatings and the bonding force generated by their subsequent deposition. In the 

monolayers, adhesion was directly related to the degree of bonding between the coating 

and substrate. However, in the bi-layer coating, the scratch indenter needs to apply a 

greater amount of force to overcome the bonds present between the two coating layers 

as well as those of the Al/Ti 50/50 sublayer to the substrate. This had resulted in greater 

critical loads and better adhesion of the bi-layer coating to the substrate. 

The scratch track profiles are depicted in Fig. 5.2. In general, only small flaking 

areas were initially observed on these three coatings. This kind of crack formation was 

directly related to the strong bonding interactions between the coating and the substrate 

(ISO 27307:2015). The onset of coating delamination occurred at a similar load for 
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Al50Ti50N and Al60Ti40N. These two coatings exhibited lateral cracking at the beginning 

of the track, which was identified as buckling with wedging. Although the bi-layer 

coating also featured buckling cracks at the initial stage, the delamination areas (white 

spots in Fig. 5.2a) were significantly smaller than in the monolayers. This bi-layer 

coating seemed to have a strong bonding between the two coating layers instead of the 

substrate being directly exposed at the beginning (white spots), which was also 

correlated to the critical loads shown in Table 5.2. All of the studied coatings exhibited 

spallation and chipping shape at the end of the track, but the bi-layer coating apparently 

had fewer amount and smaller cracks than the monolayers (Fig. 5.2, a and b-c). A. 

Kleinbichler, et al. [23] had described how the adhesion of the coating to the substrate 

is associated with spalling and buckling. In our case, the bi-layer coating with improved 

adhesion featured less spallation along the tracks (Fig. 5.2a). 
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Fig. 5.2. SEM image of scratch tracks on the coatings: a) Bi-layer coating, b) monolayer Al/Ti 

50/50, and c) monolayer Al/Ti 60/40. 

 

5.3.2. Cutting test results 

Fig. 5.3 shows the cutting test results of SS304 following ultra-high-speed (420 

m/min) finish turning using three different inserts with Al/Ti 50/50 and Al/Ti 60/40 

monolayer coatings and an Al/Ti 60/40+50/50 bi-layer coating. In general, all of the 
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coated inserts reached abrupt failure. The Al50Ti50N coated tool exhibited the shortest 

tool life and failed after 1500 m, whereas the Al60Ti40N insert had a significantly longer 

tool life of around 2800 m. The tool with bi-layer coating had the longest tool life of 

over 3700 m. The latter’s tool life was more than 1.3 times greater than that of the best 

monolayer coating. This can be attributed to the outstanding mechanical properties 

provided by the bi-layer coating system. 

 

 

Fig. 5.3. Cutting tests results: flank wear versus cutting length. 

 

Cutting forces were collected at the initial stage of the cut (around 5 m) for each 

tool during the turning process. The cutting force average value is recorded in Fig. 5.4. 

In all of the tests, the results are plotted with a specific error line of 5 %. Although the 

Al60Ti40N coated tool had the lowest cutting force, given the error margins of cutting 

force data, the difference among the coatings was small. The slightly lower cutting force 

of the Al60Ti40N coating can be attributed to its mechanical properties (Table 5.2). 

During machining, this coating underwent elastic deformation, which might reduce 
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cutting force values, as reported in [24]. This observation can be validated by the fact 

that when its Al content is below 67 at. %, the coating possesses sufficient hot-hardness 

to resist the heavy loads and heat generated by the ultra-high-speed machining process 

[17,25]. Considering the data plotted in Fig. 5.4 after ANOVA analysis, it can be 

concluded that the cutting forces at this stage were similar in all coated systems. This 

combination had resulted in a slight reduction of the cutting forces in comparison with 

the 50/50 monolayer and their increase in relation to the 60/40 monolayer system. 

 

 

Fig. 5.4. Cutting forces during the first pass. 

 

5.3.3. Tool wear analysis 

3D Progressive wear studies were performed on the cutting inserts during ultra-

high-speed turning using an optical microscope, as shown in Fig. 5.5. Three cutting 

lengths were selected, each of which was related to the abrupt failure of the 

corresponding coated cutting tools as is shown in Fig. 5.3. In general, cratering was the 
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predominant wear mode for all of the AlTiN PVD coated tools studied during ultra-

high-speed turning. The extremely high temperatures present under such machining 

conditions, promoted crater wear occurring on the rake face. This finding has indicated 

that the coating layer was able to protect the cutting edge for a substantially long time 

during the machining process. In all cases, the intensity of crater wear was found to be 

more severe than that of flank wear throughout all wear stages prior to tool failure. The 

cause of this crater formation was the actual interaction between the rake surface of the 

tool and the chips under heavy thermo-mechanical loads [25]. With growth of crater 

wear, the substrate became exposed, which eventually resulted in the removal of the 

cobalt binder due to thermal softening [26]. As time progressed, this resulted in deeper 

and wider crater wear. The novel bi-layer coated tool featured smaller and rounder 

craters compared with the other coatings until a cutting length of 2500 m was reached. 

This can be attributed to its combination of mechanical properties, namely the toughness 

of Al/Ti 60/40 in conjunction with the hardness of 50/50. 
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Fig. 5.5. 3D progress wear pattern of inserts at different cutting lengths. 

 

In order to understand the wear mechanism behind tool failure, worn cutting tools 

after the cutting tests were evaluated by SEM. Fig. 5.6 shows the wear patterns on the 

failed inserts at the end of tool life. Under such ultra-high-speed machining of austenitic 

stainless steel, the intense temperature and heavy load applied on the 

tool/chip/workpiece interfaces were the main reasons for tool failure. In general, the 

main wear mechanism of AlTiN PVD coated tools during ultra-high-speed machining 

was a combination of attrition/abrasion and adhesion. Such wear conditions resulted in 

intense chipping and BUE which covered the craters that had formed on the tool rake 

face. During cutting, the flank had become damaged and was severely affected by 

chipping and coating delamination, which resulted in metal-to-metal adhesion. As was 
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explained in [27], abrasion/attrition wear promoted workpiece material adhesion to the 

tool surface and generated a BUE that caused further chipping on the tool flank face. It 

can be seen in Fig. 5.6 that the bi-layer coating and the Al50Ti50N coating showed a 

similar wear pattern on the failed insert, since the bi-layer coating contained Al/Ti 50/50 

as the sublayer. However, fewer BUE marks were observed on the bi-layer coated tool, 

which had also featured minimal crater wear compared to the Al60Ti40N coating, with a 

clear round-shape crater on the rake face. Overall, the bi-layer coating demonstrated its 

multi-functional capability of resisting cratering, BUE formation, and flank wear. The 

beneficial combination of the properties of the two component AlTiN monolayers in 

this novel bi-layer coating had achieved a reduction in the wear rate and as a 

consequence, extended the tool’s life during the ultra-high-speed turning of SS304. 

Fig. 5.6 also shows the EDS elemental mapping results on the worn tools. The Al 

signal indicated the remaining AlTiN coating on the inserts, the Fe/Cr signal confirmed 

the workpiece material (SS304) adhering on the tool and the W signal indicated tungsten 

carbide substrate exposure after the coating became worn out. This EDS result (absent 

Al signal in the middle with apparent W and Fe/Cr signal) provides further evidence for 

the wear mechanism described above wherein substrate exposure occurs on the tool 

rake face and becomes covered by the intense BUE formed during tool failure. In 

addition, the Fe/Cr signal also showed the formation of oxides on the tool flank face, 

which are normally contained within the BUE during high-speed machining of 

austenitic stainless steel. 
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Fig. 5.6. SEM image and EDS element map of wear modes after tool failure. 

 

Fig. 5.7 presents the volume of BUE and the volume of combined crater and flank 

wear after tool failure. Those measurements were performed using an Alicona 

microscope, following the procedures presented in the experimental procedures section. 

The Al50Ti50N tool had the most severe BUE along with the most worn volume. Given 

the same chemical composition of the sublayer as in Al/Ti 50/50, the bi-layer coated 

tool showed a similar but slightly reduced volume of wear than that of the Al50Ti50N 

coating. On the other hand, the volume of BUE on the bi-layer coated tool was 

significantly lower (similar to that of the monolayer Al60Ti40N coated insert) which 

indicated minimal detachment of the coating and lateral chipping on the tool edge. This 
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beneficial characteristic can be attributed to the mechanical properties of this coating, 

as recorded in Table 5.2. Although the Al60Ti40N coating featured the smallest wear 

volume following tool failure (at 2800 m cutting length), given the slower progress of 

wear during the cutting process (as shown in Fig. 5.5), the bi-layer coating had 

alleviated the wear rate and thereby achieved a much longer tool life of 3700 m. In this 

situation, the greater wear volume of the worn bi-layer coated tool was acceptable. 

Overall, the novel bi-layer coating possessed a number of beneficial mechanical 

properties that take advantage of both the Al/Ti 50/50 sublayer and Al/Ti 60/40 top layer, 

which led to better wear performance and extended tool life. 

 

 

Fig. 5.7. Numerical volume of BUE and wear on the failed tool. 

 

5.3.4. Tribological characteristics evaluated through the chip 

formation studies 

Tribological characteristics were evaluated through chip formation features during 

cutting as a consequence of the friction conditions at the insert/chip interface [28]. Chip 
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shapes, undersurface morphology and shear bands are solid indicators of the tribological 

conditions during cutting. Fig. 5.8 shows the chips and the data collected from the three 

different coatings proposed in this work. The average surface roughness of the 

undersurfaces of the chips produced by the bi-layer coated tool was 0.7417 μm, as was 

measured under an Alicona confocal microscope. This was smoother than the chips 

produced by the monolayer Al/Ti 60/40 (Sa = 0.9023 μm) and Al/Ti 50/50 (Sa = 1.1522 

μm) coated tools. SEM images confirmed the curly shape of the chips, although the 

Al/Ti 50/50 chip had more of an irregular arc shape. The undersurface morphology of 

Al/Ti 50/50 shown in Fig. 5.8 (middle), with its evident fold and tearing marks was 

considered to be the worst. The metal had intensively adhered to the tool surface due to 

intensive friction at the interface, which caused the material to accumulate during the 

metal flow and eventually resulted in the emergence of material folds [27]. The chips 

generated by the Al/Ti 60/40 monolayer and the bi-layer coatings exhibited better 

undersurfaces. Although there were spots of uneven metal flow on the bi-layer chip 

surface and shred marks on the Al/Ti 60/40 monolayer chip, the metal was nonetheless 

able to more easily flow across the tool rake face due to its generally smoother average 

surface. 

All of the shear bands of the upper surface of the chips shown in Fig. 5.8 featured 

a lamellar structure. The difference was in the distance between the separate tracks. The 

chips produced by the bi-layer coated tool had a more uniform distance compared with 

the other two chips. Furthermore, the shear band segment spacing of the chips produced 

by the bi-layer coated tool was more constant and apparently narrower as well. This 

superior morphology confirmed that the chips underwent plastic deformation and were 

produced smoothly and constantly by the bi-layer coated tool during the ultra-high-
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speed turning of SS304. Considering the chips' shape and morphology, less intensive 

sticking and less severe tearing were shown to have occurred in the bi-layer coated tool, 

indicating less intensive friction at the tool/chip interface into the cutting zone. 

 

 

Fig. 5.8. Chip characteristics of general shape, undersurface morphology and shear band. 

 

Chip formation numbers are presented in Table 5.3 and different comparable trends 

are shown in Fig. 5.9. As can be seen, the chips produced by the bi-layer coated tool 

had the thinnest average thickness, which resulted in the highest chip compression ratio, 
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with the largest shear angle and the lowest friction coefficient. These quantitative results 

indicated that friction between the chip and the bi-layer coated insert was improved 

during the machining process. A combination of the mechanical properties and 

microstructure of the novel bi-layer coating has reduced the friction coefficient at the 

cutting zone. 

Another critical characteristic is the chip sliding velocity. It is clearly shown (both 

in Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.9) that the chip produced by the bi-layer coated tool had 

improved sliding velocity compared to the chips produced by the Al/Ti 60/40 and 50/50 

monolayers. This indicates the rapid metal flow of the chips produced by the bi-layer 

coated tool. Given the accelerated metal flow, the bi-layer chips induced intense plastic 

deformation [18], which was also confirmed by the chip shear band characteristics 

presented in Fig. 5.8. 

 

Table 5.3. Statistical characteristic of chips formed by different AlTiN coated inserts. 

Coating Bi-layer Al/Ti 50/50 Al/Ti 60/40 

Chip thickness (mm) 0.254±0.012 0.286±0.014 0.266±0.013 

Tool-chip Contact Length (mm) 0.102±0.005 0.122±0.006 0.103±0.005 

Chip Compression Ratio - CCR 0.59±0.030 0.52±0.026 0.56±0.028 

Φ - Shear Angle (°) 31.71±1.58 28.57±1.43 30.47±1.52 

β - Friction Angle (°) 18.29±0.91 21.43±1.07 19.53±0.98 

ϒ - Shear Strain 1.44±0.072 1.68±0.084 1.53±0.077 

Chip Sliding Velocity (m/min) 247.09±12.35 219.15±10.96 235.88±11.79 

Friction Coefficient (µ) 0.61±0.03 0.77±0.04 0.67±0.03 

 

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5.9, the tool-chip contact length of the bi-layer 

coating was slightly less than that of the Al/Ti 60/40 monolayer coating, at around 0.1 

mm. Since they have the same chemical composition of the top layer, these two coatings 
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exhibited similar performance at the initial stage of wear. This result was related to the 

chip shapes and undersurface morphology as shown in Fig. 5.8. These two chips 

featured regular curled shapes with a high degree of curvature, which had demonstrated 

that the chip became quickly deformed and cut out with reduced contact length on the 

tool rake face. In addition, the lowest tool-chip contact length was also determined by 

the friction environment occurring at the cutting zone, which in turn, was related to the 

lowest friction coefficient and the highest chip sliding velocity. Since the bi-layer 

coating featured superior chip formation characteristics, the friction between the tool 

and chip/workpiece was minimal. This enabled a significant wear rate reduction during 

machining, thereby improving tool life. 

 

 

Fig. 5.9. Tribology characteristics based on chip formation data. 

 

Cutting force was used to calculate the specific cutting energy [29]. Since the 

cutting forces of all the AlTiN coatings were almost the same (with a deviation less than 

10 N shown in Fig. 5.4), the specific cutting energy in Fig. 5.9 was presumed to exhibit 

a minor variation as well. The limited reduced specific energy generated by the 

Al60Ti40N coated tool can be attributed to its difference in mechanical properties. Due 
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to its higher toughness, this coating underwent elastic deformation during the machining 

process, making it better able to dissipate energy. Less energy was therefore required to 

cut a unit volume of workpiece material [30]. Considering all of the chip characteristics 

illustrated above, the bilayer coating had presented a better combination of mechanical 

properties, which resulted in improved wear performance. 

5.3.5. Chip cross-section analysis 

According to the chip tribological characteristics, the chip produced by the bi-layer 

coated tool had experienced accelerated metal flow, which led to intensive plastic 

deformation within the body of the chips. A chip cross-section study was conducted to 

further evaluate the degree of plastic deformation within the chips. This study had also 

helped explain the metal deformation mechanism occurring in the shear zone [31]. Fig. 

5.10 shows the chip cross-sections along with the microstructure of each evaluated chip. 

Saw-tooth chips were found to have formed during the high-speed turning of stainless 

steels due to the extreme heat contributing to the thermal deformation of the chip [32]. 

The chips produced by the bi-layer coated tool were noticeably thinner and with a more 

rounded shape than the other two chips. The chips produced by the bi-layer coated tool 

in Fig. 5.10 exhibited more intensive metal flow. This was observed in conjunction with 

the coefficient of friction data (shown in Table 5.3). The friction between the chip and 

the bi-layer coated tool remained at the minimum during high-speed turning. Therefore, 

the curlier chips had a greater tendency to easily form and smoothly slide across the tool 

rake face. This had resulted in a high degree of plastic deformation in the chips 

generated by the bi-layer coating and contributed to the most intense metal flow at the 

chip/tool interface. 
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Fig. 5.10. Chip cross-section microstructure of different AlTiN coatings. 

 

The micro-hardness distribution was measured at the chip cross-section, as shown 

in Fig. 5.11. This test helped evaluate the effect of strain-hardening induced into the 

chip. All chips exhibited a lower hardness at the chip/tool interface area (edge side). 

Hardness tended to increase along the outer surface (tip side) of the chips. This 

confirmed the incidence of the strain-hardening effect since metal along the cutting 

direction was heavily deformed in the primary shear zone. Although the hardness values 

of the chips produced by the bi-layer coated tool were lower than those of chips 

produced by other coated tools, the extent of hardening was the greatest, reaching 

11.3 %. The chips produced by the Al60Ti40N coated tool had the second greatest degree 

of hardening (with 10.3 %) and the chips produced by the Al50Ti50N coated tool had the 

least range of hardening, only 8.6 %. The significant hardness variation in chips 
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produced by the bi-layer coated tool can be explained by the accelerated metal flow, 

which caused induced strain plastic deformation. Lattice stretching of the workpiece 

promoted by shear stress under the heavy load and thermal effect had led to different 

chip formation which is evident in the shear band morphology (Fig. 5.8). This theory 

was also confirmed in [17,18]. During the ultra-high-speed turning of SS304, the novel 

bi-layer coating improved the friction condition at the tool-chip interface, which was 

reflected in the chip formation characteristics (such as lower friction angle and higher 

chip compression ratio in Table 5.3). 

 

 

Fig. 5.11. Chip cross-section hardness of different AlTiN coatings. 

 

All of the studied chip characteristics had indicated the presence of an enhanced 

friction environment at the cutting zone during machining by the bi-layer coated tool. 

The combination of chemical composition and mechanical properties of this coating 

was demonstrated to be beneficial for the ultra-high-speed turning of austenitic stainless 

steel. 
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5.4. Conclusions 

In this paper, a novel Al/Ti 60/40+50/50 bi-layer AlTiN PVD coating was designed 

and compared with an Al/Ti 60/40 and 50/50 monolayer coating under ultra-high-speed 

(420 m/min) finish turning of stainless steel 304. The novel bi-layer coated tool’s life 

was found to have increased by 33 %, which can be attributed to the combination of 

high hardness of the underlying Al50Ti50N layer and improved frictional characteristics 

of the top Al60Ti40N layer. 

Analysis of the inserts’ worn area had demonstrated crater wear as the predominant 

wear mode due to the excessive temperature generated at high cutting speeds. Due to a 

combination of good adhesion and high abrasion resistance, the novel bi-layer coating 

had proven capable of reducing the wear rate and stabilizing the growth of crater wear, 

which resulted in the greatest tool life extension. 

Chip formation characteristics and chip cross-section analysis had confirmed that 

the chips produced by the bi-layer coated tool exhibited the most intensive plastic 

deformation during the turning process. This can be attributed to the improved friction 

condition at the bi-layer coated tool/chip interface within the cutting zone, which had 

expedited chip flow and reduced contact with the tool rake face. 

Given its favorable mechanical and tribological properties, the novel Al/Ti 

60/40+50/50 bi-layer coating was found to be capable of providing multifunctionality 

and significantly improving tool wear performance and the ensuing tool life. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future work 

6.1. General Conclusions 

Austenitic stainless steels have a high work-hardening level and low thermal 

conductivity as a result of its chemical composition made up predominantly of 

chromium (Cr) and nickel (Ni). This leads to severe machining problems as associasted 

with high cutting forces, unstable chip formation, and rapid tool failure. In addition, the 

friction force at the tool-chip interface is elevated due to work hardening, which leads 

to a high localized temperature and causes diffusion and oxidation at the tool-workpiece 

interface. To solve these challenges, the combination of coating and substrate system 

was studied to sustain the heavy load and high temperatures experienced during the 

high-speed machining of SS304. Furthermore, a novel self-adaptive bilayer AlTiN PVD 

coating was developed to address the combined wear mechanism of oxidation, diffusion, 

and abrasion/attrition, and to improve tool life. 

In order to develop a novel self-adaptive AlTiN PVD coating, this research was 

divided into four different studies, each striving to understand a different aspect of the 

coating/substrate system that is important for high-speed semi-finish/finish turning of 

SS304. First, the mechanical properties, microstructure, and chemical composition of 

the coating/substrate system were studied. Wear mechanisms and tribological 

characteristics during the high-speed turning of SS304 were systematically focused and 

investigated. The effects of different cooling conditions and the coating’s chemical 

composition were analyzed in detail for high-speed machining applications. Finally, a 

novel bilayer AlTiN PVD coating was designed and developed based on the previous 

findings and analyses. 
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In each study, machining experiments and advanced characterization were 

conducted as follows: a) XRD and residual stress measurements on the coating surface; 

b) SEM/EDS/EBSD observations on the coating/substrate system, tool wear 

mechanisms, chip formation morphology and surface integrity of the machined 

workpiece; c) nano-indentation and scratch tests in order to evaluate the mechanical 

properties of the chip cross-section and coating/substrate system; d) optical 3D 

microscopy and white light interferometry microscopy to measure surface roughness of 

the coating, chips, and machined workpiece as well as the tool wear volume; and e) 

cutting force collection during the initial turning stage. Based on these detailed 

experimental and analytical studies, the major conclusions of this research can be 

summarized below: 

1. The CVD 1 coating/substrate system (TiN-TiCN-Al2O3 coating + WC- 10 % 

Co- 2.6 % Ti substrate) performed desirably due to a combination of factors 

(e.g., better plasticity and better load carrying capacity) contributing to longer 

tool life during the high-speed semi-finish turning of SS304. The enhanced 

mechanical properties of this coating/substrate system affected tribological 

characteristics during cutting such as CCR, metal flow and shear band 

formation, wear performance, and overall tool life. 

2. Analysis of wear performance showed that the tool that used an AlTiN PVD 

coating/substrate system for high-speed semi-finish/finish turning of SS304 

failed due to intensive crater wear instead of the regularly observed flank wear. 

This was a result of the intense temperatures generated on the tool rake face 

under high cutting speeds, which caused diffusion and consequently intensive 

chemical wear. 
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3. The expected high oxidation resistance of the coating layer along with an Al/Ti 

atomic ratio over 67/33 was not a decisive factor under the considered 

conditions. Instead, the optimal combination of superior substrate adhesion and 

high hardness rendered the monolayer Al/Ti 60/40 coated insert capable of 

stabilizing the worn area around the crater. Therefore, the crater’s depth could 

grow evenly with moderate flank wear, resulting in the longest tool life out of 

the five different Al/Ti ratios. 

4. Under different cooling conditions, tool life results showed that all the inserts 

performed better in the presence of coolant for the high-speed machining of 

SS304, with cutting length extended by 2-3 times. Among them, the monolayer 

Al/Ti 60/40 coated insert possessed the longest tool life of 7,000 m under wet 

conditions, and 2,500 m under dry conditions. 

5. The characteristics of the chip were analyzed to reveal that the friction at the 

cutting zone was generally lower when a coolant was present, but the coating 

system used were found to be effective at reducing the cutting forces under dry 

turning conditions thanks to the formation of alumina at the first stage of the 

cutting process. In addition, the monolayer Al/Ti 60/40 coated insert produced 

improved chip formation characteristics such as high CCR, high chip sliding 

velocity, and low TCCL. This indicates that the enhanced mechanical 

properties of the monolayer Al/Ti 60/40 coated insert yielded a lower intensity 

of friction between the tool/chip interface. 

6. A novel Al/Ti 60/40+50/50 bilayer AlTiN PVD coating was designed. This 

novel self-adaptive bilayer coating was found to increase tool life by 33 % 

compared to the best monolayer Al/Ti 60/40 coated insert. This improved 
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performance was attributed to the combination of the high hardness of the 

underlying Al/Ti 50/50 layer and the improved frictional characteristics of the 

top Al/Ti 60/40 layer. 

In summary, the selection and design of the self-adaptive AlTiN PVD coating for 

high/ultra-high speed semi-finish/finish turning of austenitic stainless steels was based 

on the dominant tool wear mechanisms and tribological characteristics occurring at the 

tool/chip/workpiece interface. The major focus of this research was to identify the 

coating's combination of mechanical properties and chemical composition, which is 

associated with tribological characteristics at the deformation zone. This resulted in 

improved wear performance and extended tool life. This improved performance was 

attributed to the ability of the coating to address the underlying dominant tool wear 

mechanisms experienced during the high-speed turning of SS304. 

6.2. Research Contributions 

The main contributions of this research can be summarized as follows: 

1. An advanced study of different PVD and CVD coating/substrate systems was 

performed. This provided the results needed to form a comprehensive 

understanding of the correlation between different grades of substrates and the 

coatings which were deposited over them. This study provided needed 

information on the mechanical properties and tool wear performance during 

the high-speed machining of stainless steels. 

2. The dominant tool wear mechanism of AlTiN PVD coatings with different 

Al/Ti ratios during high/ultra-high speed turning of austenitic stainless steel 

under various cooling conditions was identified and understood. It was 

established that a combination of oxidation/diffusion wear mechanisms 
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resulted in cratering whereas abrasion/attrition led to catastrophic failure on 

the flank face. This combination of wear mechanisms dictates the overall wear 

behaviour and tool life of tools coated with an AlTiN coating. Different Al/Ti 

ratios were considered to better understand the role these elements played in 

providing protection and lubracation. 

3. Tribological characteristics present at the tool/chip interface were observed 

and analyzed for AlTiN PVD coatings with different Al/Ti ratios. The chip 

formation mechanism and chip cross-section studies were evaluated in detail. 

The findings were also correlated with tool wear performance and the coating’s 

mechanical properties in order to understand the coating/substrate behaviour 

during high/ultra-high speed turning of austenitic stainless steel better. 

4. A novel self-adaptive bilayer AlTiN PVD coating was designed and developed. 

This coating was applied in the ultra-high speed finish turning of austenitic 

stainless steel. An understanding of what is driving the performance 

improvement associated with the new coating as compared to other coatings 

was studied. A combination of mechanical properties, chemical composition, 

microstructure, and tribological characteristics of this bilayer AlTiN PVD 

coating was determined to be capable of providing multifunctionality and 

significantly improving tool wear performance and ultimately extending tool 

life. 

In this research, a novel self-adaptive bilayer AlTiN PVD coating was designed 

and developed. The effect of the coating/substrate system properties and tribological 

characteristics was investigated in detail. Improved wear performance and extended 

tool life were achieved by the novel bilayer coating for the high/ultra-high speed turning 
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of austenitic stainless steel. The knowledge gained and the research approach adopted 

can be implemented to design PVD coatings for various workpiece materials, especially 

difficult-to-cut materials, to achieve similar results. 

6.3. Recommendations for Future Research 

In the current study, it was demonstrated that tool life can be significantly 

improved for turning operations by designing PVD coatings with a combination of 

mechanical properties, chemical composition, and tribological characteristics that 

specifically address the complex wear mechanisms involved. Other workpiece materials 

and other applications, such as drilling and milling, should be studied to better 

understand the full potential of this coating. 

Using the bilayer AlTiN PVD coating developed as a base, other monolayer or 

multilayer coatings with different alloying elements that can generate favourable tribo-

films should be experimentally studied to further improve tool life. According to the 

literature, WC/C, TiB2, and/or CrB2 have also been shown to provide lubrication and 

oxidation resistance. Therefore, these layers should be deposited on the outer surface 

over top of the AlTiN PVD coating in an effort to further improve tool performance. 

Furthermore, the PVD technique that was used for this research was cathodic arc 

deposition. Different PVD methods such as high-power impulse magnetron sputtering 

(HiPIMS) should be tested to assess if their deposition properties lead to an AlTiN-

based coating with the same chemical composition but improved microstructure and 

surface properties which can sustain high cutting speeds while improving tool life. 

 


